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English named new MHS football coach
By Jim Rector
A new head football coach and
coordinator of football for the
Murray School System has been
hired.
Three minutes shy of midnight
Tuesday, the Murray School
Board unanimously approved a
recommendation that Timothy
Lee English be hired as the
replacement for Murray High
football coach John Hina, who
resigned as head coach, Dec. 11.
English, currently employed at
Ball State University (Ohio) as a
graduate assistant in the football
program, will become the head

football coach at MHS effective at
the end of the 1981-82 school year.
"Mr. English is an outstanding
gentleman and we're honored to
have him as football coach and
coordinator," said Robert Jeffrey,
Murray School Superintendant.
"He'll no doubt be a great asset in
both the coaching and education
fields."
English will bring seven years
of coaching experience to the
Tiger position having been head
coach at two other high schools
prior to his employment at Ball
State.
In two years as head coach at
Gibsonburg High (Ohio), English

notched an overall 17-3-0 record,
including back-to-back conference
championships. Both his 1979 and
1980 teams were state ranked and
recorded numerous league
records.
Before coaching the Golden
Bears at Gibsonburg, English took
a perennial cellar-dwelling
Liberty-Benton High team and
turned it into a 9-1 conference
champion.
From 1975 to 1978 he served as
an assistant coach at Marion L.
Steele High School in Amherst,
Ohio.
A native of Ada, Ohio, English is
a graduate of both Ada High

School and Ohio Northern University. He will receive his master's
degree from Ball State at the end
of the 1981-82 coaching season.
During his collegiate career,
English was a three-year letterman in the defensive secondary.
He earned seven varsity letters in
high school in football, baseball
and basketball and he was
selected to all-conference, alldistrict and all-Ohio honor teams
his senior year.
English has been married for
eight years to the former Deb
Bommer of Avon, Ohio, and the
couple has two sons, Ryan, 7, and
Cory,2.

School board to seek another principal
Shortly after the Murray InL
dependent School Board filled one
personnel vacancy Tuesday night,
another was created.

1982

The board, which had hired Tim
English as high school football
coach and the school system's
football coordinator, accepted the
resignation of high school principal W.A. Franklin. In a letter to
the board, Franklin said he accepted a position with Bowling
Green High School and did not
want his Murray contract renewed.
"I hate to lose him. He certainly

is a fine educator," Superintendent Robert G lin Jeffrey said. He
added many dimensions to Murray High School. I wish him the
best. Our loss is Bowling Green's
gain."
Jeffrey appointed a screening
committee of high school teachers
and administrative officials to
review applications for the job.
Three applications for the position, all from outside the school
system, have been received by the
board, Jeffrey added.
He did not know when the committee would have a recommen-

dation to make to the board.
Franklin's resignation creates a
second principal position vacancy
in the system. The board currently is searching for a middle school
principal to,, replace Larry
Salmon, who resigned at an early
board meeting.
There are eight applicants for
the middle school post and four interviews have been conducted,
Jeffrey said. A recommendation
from the screening committee
may be made to the board
sometime in April, the superintendent added.

Concerning other business, Jeffrey announced Russell Below, of
the state department of education,
would not deliver his report on the
accreditation program of the Murray school system at the meeting
because the report has not been
reviewed by Superintendent of Instruction Raymond Barber.
Below's report tentatively has
been rescheduled for April 2.
The board also went into executive session to discuss high
school personnel with Franklin
and Assistant Principal John
Hina. No recommendations were
made after the session.

Senate-amended auto title bill returns to house
-

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky would become the 50th
state with an automobile-title law
under a measure receiving the approval of the state Senate.
A statewide computerized
system for the registration of
vehicles would be established
under the bill, which already has
been approved by the House. It
must be returned to that chamber,
however, for consideration of
Senate amendments.

Supporters of the measure include the Kentucky State Police,
who maintain that it would help
the state lose its reputation as a
dumping ground for stolen cars.
The information to be kept in
computer files also would include
that applying to property taxes or
liens on the vehicles.
Law enforcement officials also
believe the bill would allow them
to obtain information on vehicle
ownership within 24 hours, remov-

ing delays caused by the current
The Concurrence followed an unnecessity of checking with in- successful attempt by Sen. Gene
dividual county clerks.
Huff, R-London, to table — and efSen. Jack Trevey, R-Lexington, fectively kill — the bill. His motion
who handled the bill in the Senate, failed on an 18-12 vote.
said the system should be in place
Under provisions of Sen. Danny
by June 1984.
Meyer's bill, hotels, motels and
Sen. Charles Gregory Higdon, other convention facilities which
D-Fancy Farm, spoke against the seat at least 100 persons could sell
bill, saying it would create a
alcoholic drinks on Sunday aftersystem in Frankfort that would be noon.
expensive for Kentuckians and
The House added two amendfail to solve the problem of car ments — one to allow urban counthefts.
ty governments to either
Higdon also maintained that authorize the sales or a referenother states with similar systems dum on the issue and another to
continue to be "dumping
mandate that employees of
grounds"for stolen vehicles.
establishments selling liquor on
The Senate approved the bill 27- Sunday be paid the state
9.
minimum wage.
The upper chamber also concurThere was no debate on the
Preliminary results of a tobacco referendum held February 22-26
show that 95 percent of the growers voting favor marketing quotas
red with House amendments to a amendments, which were approvfor the 1982 crops of fire-cured (types 21-24) and dark air-cured
bill that would allow Kentucky's ed on a voice vote. The Senate's
(types 35 and 36) tobaccos.
larger cities to:authorize the sale final vote on the bill, which now
Everett Rank, Administrator of the U.S. Department of
.of alcoholic beverages on Sunday.
goes to the governor, was 19-15.
Agriculture's Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service,
—
The Senate also approved, by 22said 9,527 of 101039 ballots cast in the fire-cured referendum favored
14, a House-passed bill that would
the quotas while 9,623 of 10,146 dark air-cured growers voted for
require new health spas to post a
quotas..
850,000 bond with the state before
Results of the two referendums are as follows:
Fire-Cured (Types 21-24)
soliciting memberships.
Yes
No
State
Ballots Per Cent
Meyer, who handled the bill on
The Murray City Council will
Votes
Votes
Total
ChallSenate floor, cited a growing
the
discuss several items at its Thursenged
Yes
number of complaints to the state
scheduled
to
begin
day
meeting,
Kentucky
3,926
159
4,085
67
96.11
from Kentuckians who have paid
at 7: 30 p.m.
3,445
Tennessee
245
3,690
None
93.36
to join health spas that never
Virginia
2,156
8
108
2,264
95.23
The agenda includes second
75
Totals
9,527
10,039
512
94.90
readings of rate increase, refun- opened.
Dark Air Cured (Types 35 and 36)
ding bond, and bond and note orYes
State
No
Ballots Per Cent
dinances of Murray Water and
Votes
Total
Votes
ChallSewer System. Councilmen also
enged
Yes
will hear a recommendation from
11
Indiana
4
15
73.33
0
Dupree & Company concerning
7,661
374
8,035
Kentucky
176
95.35
bids on bond anticipation notes
1,951
145
Tennessee
2,096
None
93.08
and consider renewal of a cableviTotals
9,623
523
10,146
170
94.85
sion franchise contract.
Murray Police Tuesday night
charged Danny Joe Burkeen, 27,
and a juvenile with receiving
stolen property over $100, according to Det. Charles Peeler.
Kentucky State Police, with
Calloway County Sheriff's Department and city police, recovered
two autos allegedly stolen from
Detroit, Mich.,during the arrests.
Burkeen was also charged with
attempting to receive a narcotic
by fraudulent means, unlawful
transaction with a minor and
possession of marijuana. Other
charges are expected, according
to Peelir.
Burkeen is in Calloway County
Jail.
Earnest Caldwell. 41, and
Sidney Pritchett, 37, were also arrested Tuesday night and charged
with theft over $100 The two
allegedly stole $1,500 worth of
shirts and pants from Sager Glove
Corp., 700 North Fourth St. They
are in the county jail, with bond
not yet set.
Deborah Brown Voak, 27, was
charged with four counts of theft
by deception and four counts of second degree forgery. She is in
Calloway County Jail with bond
set at $5,000.
The county sheriffs department
made a number of arrests recently following investigations from
ALL FIRED UP — Kelly Colson shovels deoris from his truck onto a smouldering pile on Industrial Road.
various reports.
Burning roofing tar created the black smoke.
Michael,Wayne Wyatt, 22, and
Staff photo by Duane Spurlock
Timothy Dean Dix, 19, were ar-

Most tobacco growers favor
marketing quotas for 1982

Several items await
city council

NEW FOOTBALL COACH — Timothy Lee English was named
head football coach of Murray High School and gridiron coordinator
for the school system by the Murray Independent School Board Tuesday night.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Minor problems nag
Columbia's astronauts
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.( AP)
— Columbia's astronauts, exhausted and orbiting with a bundle
of nagging minor problems — sailed into another day of
troubleshooting today. Mission
Control's goal: "Get the crew
back on the straight and narrow"
for the tasks ahead.
Officials told Jack R. Lousma
and C. Gordon Fullerton to sleep
at least an extra hour this morning. "We won't call you; you call
us," capsule communicator David
Griggs told them Tuesday night.
"They didn't get a good sleep
Monday night," explained flight
surgeon Dr. Sam,Poole. "They'ye
had a very busy day; they've not
eaten a lot. With a good night's
sleep they'll be back on track."
Poole reported Lousma had no difficulty Tuesday with the motion
sickness that bothered him on
launch day.
Flight director Neil Hutchinson
altered the schedule, ordering up
a lighter work day for the
spacemen today, saying: "If you

Several arrests reported
by local law authorities

BEST

COPY AVAILABLE

rested for alleged involvement in
thefts in the New Concord area
dating from January 1982.
Wyatt was charged with three
counts o receiving stolen property over $100, a felony. He was
released from jail on $5,000 bond.
Dix was charged with receiving
stolen property under $100.
Harold D. -Shorty" Pridemore,
37, was charged with second
degree wanton endangerment
after allegedly assaulting an individual at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He is out on
bond.
James Steven Smith, 28, and
James Dale Bogard, 25, were both
charged with theft by deception
over 8100. Both are out on bond.

University student
charged by security
Murray State University student Nick Nance was arrested by
campus police Monday and charged with alleged "possession of
stolen property," according to Joe
Green, MSU Director of Public
Safety.
Green said Nance was apprehended at about 3:30 p.m. at
Reagan Field in possession of an
allegedly stolen cassette player.
He is lodged in the Calloway Coun-t,
ty Jail pending bond, Greyn added.

don't get the crew up to speed and
feeling well, you don't get much
work out of them."
Despite the crew's problems
and a number of technical snags,
Hutchinson described Columbia
as a smooth-flying ship that
should be able to complete its
seven-day mission.
One task Fullerton may try today is to remotely latch' Columbia's 50-foot robot arm onto a
payload, and perhaps lift it,
without the guiding eyes of a failed camera.

Mefts announces
resurfacing plans
FRANKFORT — The Kentucky
Department of Transportation
will resurface 2.3 miles of
highway in Calloway County this
year.
Highway 783, Butterworth
Road, will be resurfaced from
Highway 94 to Highway 121.
Bids for the project will be accepted April 2. The project is part
of the state's 1982 resurfacing program which includes 666 miles of
road at an estimated cost of $23.5
million.
According to Transportation
Secretary Frank Metts,in the past
two years the department has
reduced the state's 35-year paving
cycle of state maintained roads to
15 years.
"By cutting the paving by more
than half, we are using preventive
maintenance to reduce the need
for more costly repairs and saving
the state millions of dollars in the
long run," Metts said.

showers tonight
Partly cloudy today with a
slight chance for a shower.
Highs in the low 60s. A good
chance for showers tonight and
Thursday. Lows tonight in the
mid 40s. Windy and cold Thursday with temperatures remaining in the mid to upper 40s.
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Murray State
installs new
phone lines
By Dwain McIntosh
A new telephone system to be
put into operation at Murray State
University May 10 is expected to
result in a savings of more than
$1,250,000 over a 10-year period.
More than five miles of
underground cable have been laid
across the campus and all wiring
has been completed, according to
Joe Ward, director of operations
analysis at Murray State.
He said the system is now functional and undergoing a period of
testing before the "cut-over"
date. Telephone sets are being installed across the campus as
testing is conducted.
Ward explained that the contract with Interconnect Telecommunications System, Inc., ( ITS )
of Lexington calls for a leasepurchase arrangement that will
cost the university about $30,000 a
month for the on-campus ITS
system for the next 10 years.
"A considerable savings will be
Workmen in several areas prepare for the "cutrealized down the line," Ward
over" to a new telephone system at Murray State
pointed out,"because we are lockUniversity on May 10. Shown are (top) Sal Santos
(left), project director for Interconnect Telecomed in with our contract and ITS
munications System (ITS), and Larry Curran, permacannot increase its price."
nent technician for ITS,as they inspect one of the more
The system, which will be the
than 900 printed circuit boards with go into processors
largest account of ITS when it
in the operations center switch; (right) Jeff
goes into operation, replaces a
Kirkpatrick (standing) and Jeff McGuffy, both of
South Central Bell system which
Stanford and employees of C & C Teletronics, Inc., as
they splice some of the 10,400 wires into the operations
has been in use for the past 21
center; and (far right) Ray Freudenberg of Dayton,
years. South Central Bell
Ohio, another C & C employee, working at a splice
trunklines coming in to the campoint in front of Pogue Library.
pus will remain in use.
Total telephone costs at Murray
State, which will include the ITS
system and the trunklines, along
with some other lesser expenses,
will be approximately $44,000 to
$45,000 a month for the next year
or two. Trunkline costs are not system and how to take full ad- are:
locked in by contract.
vantage of them.
— Each person will have his
The May 10 "cut-over" date will
"Not only will the new system own private line.
be almost exactly a year since the cost less, but it can do much more
— If all trunklines leaving the
contract was awarded to ITS. than the old one," Ward noted.
campus are busy, waiting callers
Preliminary work and design was
He explained that the old will be automatically cued in sedone in June, 1981, and cable in- system is electromechanical, quence as lines become clear.
stallation was begun July 6, 1981.
while the new one, a product of
— A log can be kept of the
Ward said a series of training Stromberg-Carlson, is an "elec- origin, time, number called, and
sessions will be conducted on a tronic, solid-state, computerized length of calls made on the 3,150
daily basis the final two weeks of digital branch exchange system telephones specified in the ITS
April to familiarize campus per- which is software controlled."
contract.
sonnel with the capabilities of the
Advantages of the ITS. system
— Conference calLi invotv' as

Working on the wires

Photos by Barry Johnson
many as 10 parties can be made.
— Calls can be easily forwarded
to another number in the system.
— A distinctive ring indicates
whether an incoming call is from
on or off campus.
The telecommunications operations center with campus operator
and switchboard is located in the
General Services Building in a 25by-50-foot room built by physical
plant personnel in an old
warehouse area.

More than $1 million worth of
equipment is housed in the operations center, which has both
humidity and temperature controls. With a total ot 10,400 incoming wires, it is the largest single
switch yet installed by StrombergCa rlson.
Twenty-four batteries weighing
more than 400 pounds each in the
center convert alternating current
to direct current. and eliminate
surges of power that would

damage equipment. The batteries
will also sustain the system from
six to eight hours in the event of a
power failure.
ITS will have two people stationed permanently in Murray to
maintain the system.
Sal Santos, project coordinator
for ITS, summarized the scope
and significance of the new
telephone system when he said it
will be "one of the most
sophisticated in the nation."

Cutbacks will limit center's work
By Greg Duncan
Guest Writer
Editor's Note: This is the second in a series of articles about
the local center for mentally handicapped adults. Stories are being
written by MSU students who are
assisting with the fund drive.
The impact of Reaganomics
may mean reductions in social
benefits and economic opportunities for many, but it means
a great deal more for students at
the Center for Mentally Handicapped Adults.
Continuing cutbacks In federal
funds will cause the center to limit
its services or close altogether at
the end of this month, unless it
raises $10,000 during Mentally
Handicapped Adults Week.
The fundraising week, begins
Saturday with an Arts and Crafts
Festival and continues through
April 3. It is the center's attempt
to supplement its federal funding,
according to Don Brock, program
director for Mental Health Services.
"There's no more money coming from the government for fiscal
year 1982," Brock said. "Unless
we can raise the money, the
center will have to close...until the
end of this fiscal year."
The center serves the MurrayCalloway County area and provides educational, social and
recreational activities for mentally retarded adults.

"Decreases in federal support
have been promised for four
years, but only in the last two
years have they become a reality," he said.
It receives its funding from the
federal government through Title
20 of the Social Security Acts. The
funds are allocated for the fiscal
year, which lasts from July 1 to
June 30.
Brock said federal funds are
distributed to social services by
the state.
Two years ago, the agency
received $21,000 from the government — about 75 percent of its
operating costs.
Currently, however, the center
receives only 53 percent of its
operating costs from the government.
"And that is expected to go
down," Brock said. "We don't
know the exact degree of the latest
cuts, but we expect to get about
$10-12,000 for fiscal year 1983."
Brock estimated the operating
budget at 134-35,000 for fiscal year
1983. "The difference will have to
come from private sources," he
said.
Brock said the funds raised during Mentally Handicapped Adults
Week will be used locally. They
will pay for supplies, utilities, bus
lease, gas and staff salaries, he
said.
The impact of the cutbacks is
even more severe because the

Center is growing, expanding its
services and, thus, increasing its
operating budget.
"It's kind of a paradox," Brock
said, "because this is a time when
more services like the Center are
needed. We're trying to get the
mentally handicapped out of institutions, but when you get them
out, you've got to provide
something for them. And that's
what our program does.
"If the Center had to restrict its
services...mentally handicapped
students over the ago of 21 would
not be served — they would not be
exposed to anything that would
help them become as selfsufficient as they can be."
Brock said services such as
those offered here can look forward to "more of the same" type
of funding in the future.
"Funding in these areas will not
go up until something phenomenal
happens in the economy, or until
the people in Washington, become
more interested in these programs."
"We're going to have to get
serious and raise money," he said.
"The public school system is
obligated to help school-aged
children, but no one is obligated to
the adults. Our Center is the only
specific service for them in the
community, and there will be a.
bigvoid, a big vacuum if they
don't have it."

Tornado alert season requires precautions

Events Begin at 7:30
All Three Nights
For More Info
753-8890
Tickets:
Thursday Adults $4, Students $3
Children $1, Children Under 6 Free
Friday and Saturday Adults $5, Students $4
Children $2

(EDITOR'S NOTE — In conjunction with Severe Storms
Awareness Week, the Calloway
County chapter of the American
Red Cross has issued safety tips to
observe in the event of a tornado.)
No one in this country is completely free of the threat posed by
tornadoes. Although they are most
likely to occur in the South and
Midwest, every state has experienced these destructive
storms in the past half century.
Tornadoes have killed over 10,000
people in the half century.
According to the National
Weather Service, a twister can
strike at any time of the year, but
about half of them occur between
April and June, and over 80 percent of them between noon and
midnight.
The American Red Cross says
tornadoes usually telegraph their
strike by the prevalence of
unusually warm and humid
weather with light winds and an
inn inous sky.
'Tornadoes can whirl at speeds

of up to 300 miles an hour, but
their forward speed is usually at
the rate of 40 miles per hour. Their
force is tremendous, uprooting
trees, exploding buildings and
homes, and picking up railroad
freight cars and boats.
The Red Cross states that the
safest place during a tornado is a
special cyclone cellar, familiar
throughout the Midwest. The National Safety Council reports that
no one has been killed by a twister
while taking refuge in a storm
cellar.
For those who live in a house
with a basement, statistics show
you are also pretty safe if you
follow this Red Cross advice: Go
to the basement and protect
yourself under a heavy piece of
furniture,such as a table.
The same holds true in houses
without basements. The best
refuge is the ground floor, and,
again, cover should be taken
II nder a strong pici.t. of furniture,
far away as possible from wincrows•and doors

As noted above, tornadoes
travel at a speed of only 40 miles
per hour, so if you are in an
automobile there is little need to
panic. Move at right angles to the
storm's path and you can easily
get out of its way.
If you're caught in the open, lie
flat in a ditch or other depression.
The same advice, says the Red
Cross, hold true if you're in a
parked or stalled car. Get out and
lie flat in a depression or ditch.
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Terrorist
government
and amnesty
Amnesty International, the Nobel Peace Prizewinning human rights organization based in London, says in its latest report that government
military and police security forces in El Salvador
"have been carrying out a systematic and
widespread program of torture, 'disappearances'
and individual and mass killings of men, women
and children."
The information is based on the findings of a
three-member Amnesty mission that interviewed
Salvadoran refugees in Mexico, Honduras and
Costa Rica last year. Amnesty says later reports indicate the pattern has continued up to the present
time. Among the atrocities reported, Amnesty said,
were slayings and dismemberments of pregnant
women, rapes of young girls, throat-cuttings and
beheadings. These reports were not propaganda
from lefist rebel forces but carefully screened accounts by non-partisan civilian refugees who had fled the country after their areas had been hit by
government forces.
The Amnesty report further declared that while it
is aware that killings and human rights abuses are
also attributable to guerrilla forces, the "great majority" have been due to government activities
directed at non-combatant civilians not involved
with the guerrillas.
In the confusion and violence of a civil war, it is
obviously not always possible to obtain precise data
on the source of terrorist actions. While guerrilla
forces usually rely on countryside populations for
infrastructure support and therefore have lessreason for murderous violations, they sometimes
do resort to terror tactics to induce cooperation.
What the Amnesty study tends to bear out, in contrast, is a systematic pattern of Salvadoran government terrorism on a wide scale, intended not only to
net supporters of the guerrillas but to intimidate
large numbers of peasants and civilians by bloodly
object lesson.
The U.S. State Department takes Amnesty International seriously enough to quote frequently from
it in the human rights reports the department
prepares for Congress. Amnesty's latest findings
surely raise serious questions about the Reagan administration's recent declaration that the level of
violence against civilians in El Salvador is subsiding. The evidence mounts that the ruling junta
either cannot or will no control the campaign of terror by the military. Increasintly, Americans ask
whether their government should continue to abet
the slaughter in violation of every standard of
human rights and decency.
(Reprinted by permission of the Sacramento
Bee)

agree or not

by s.c. von curon

Legislators expect traditional organized chaos
as current session winds toward its close
FRANKFORT — With a few
legislative days left the General
Assembly faces its apparent inevitable logjam and organized chaos
as it closes its work.
There are very few days for the
passage of bills since the final three
days of the session are reserved for
consideration of the goyernor's
vetoes. He hasn't vetoed any bills to
date, but he has allowed two to
become law without his signature,
the prevailing wage bill and one increasing limits for small loan companies.
The important budget bill is in position for passage this week. It got its
second reading in the House last Friday. Apparently the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee has finally thrashed out the last
small problems and has it ready for
passage.
Of course there will be the posturing and speechmaking on the floor
for benefit of the people back home,
but there was no discussion of opposition late last week.

'Mtii2tVc-

The bill must go to the Senate for
final passage the week of March 28,
but that normally is considered a
routine matter.
As the session enters its final days,
the governor as usual is having his
way on some key bills that he is interested in and has used his powers to
push.
Noteworthy among these last week
was the multi-bank bill that cleared
the House after earlier trouble that
had been called fatal by some, but
the doomsayers failed to take into
consideration power of the governor.
One controversial bill still alive
last week and in trouble from the
viewpoint of the governor, is the one
that would require legislative committee approval of any government
reorganization the governor might
undertake when the legislature is not
in session.
The governor opposes this bill and
has said he will veto it if passed. If his
veto should be overridden during the
final three days of the session, the
governor said he will take it to court.

Wanly Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperson
Publisher
R. Gene McCutcheon
Editor
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member of
Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
•
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by The Murray Lodger &
Times and other AP News.

almost another million in finance
charges if it is ever paid out by the
next governor's administration.
The highway department went
against established requirements in
letting a' road construction job in
Shelby County and the only action
taken opposing it is some conversation and criticism from professional
engineers.
So, why should the governor pay
any attention to what the legislation
wants between sessions, on regulations or law in some instances.

The 1980 legislature refused to pass
a bill reorganizing the Public Service
Commission, but governor Brown
took the action after the legislature
went home. The 1982 legislature
dutifully approved it, although it was
with some posturizing speeches and
comments that meant nothing.

No legal action has been taken by
the Attorney General's office, the
legal representative of the people, or
private citizens.

The governor purchased the muchdiscussed helicopter without any
legislative or legal authority, but the
only action taken has been continuing
criticism of his disdain for lack of
authority to make the purchase.
The legislature is going to approve
in the new budget money for the $1.8
million helicopter that will cost

Some oldtimers around long for a
return of the days of Hubert Meredity
as attorney general when he sued the
governor or other state officials on
behalf of the people frequently.
After all, the Attorney General's
office is supposed to look after the
business of the people. It is not the
private attorney for the governor.

letters to the editor

.1911.1 Copley %rim Service

Non-federal reserve

The costs
ofcocaine
and coffins
There was nothing funny about the accident that
nearly killed comedian Richard Pryor two years
ago. He is now dead-serious when he talks about the
menace of cocaine, which caused it. As for John
Belushi, another comedian and cocaine-user, he is
simply dead.
Most of the news about the rising popularity of cocaine comes from the entertainment world. But
most of those getting hooked on this "in" drug are
not celebrities. They are, to use a recent term from
Hollywood, ordinary people.
If John Belushi's sad death from a combination of
heroin and cocaine was startling to his fans, it was
not as alarming as the statistics coming from the
National Institute of Drug Abuse. The number ot
Americans severely dependent on cocaine is now
estimated at between 100,000 and 200,000, and if the
trend of the past few years continues, tilt. number
could surpass the 500,000 believed to be addicted to
heroin.
Deaths associated with cocaine quadrupled between 1975 and 1980. Persons who have sniffed, injected, smoked, or swallowed cocaine now constitute a major category of drug-abusers showing
up in hospital emergency rooms and entering treatment programs to break their habit. That cocaine is
"safe" compared to other psychoactive drugs is a
dangerous myth.
What does this mean? For one thing, it poses i
major new problem for enforcement agencies
already struggling to keep up with the traffic in
heroin, marijuana, and other illegal drugs. Cocaine, which comes mainly from South America,
now accounts for more illicit income than marijuana on the underworld market.
But the more pertinent meaning is for our society
as a whole. We see yet another insidious drug working its way into our midst, even as we worry about
the implications of the potsmoking habit that took
root among young people during the 1960's.
Officials of drug abuse agencies believe the use of
cocaine would be even more widespread if it were
not so expensive. That's the irony. Those who are
"doing cocaine" are typically well-educated
members of the upper middle class — people who
ought to know better.

Having lost his stripping of certain
powers from the Commissioner of
Agriculture in the Supreme Court,
the governor has a bill that would put
his plan into law. But, it is in trouble.
However, these bills don't mean
much if past actions of the governor
are to be taken as to any guide for his
acts of the future.

heortline

Direct survivors benefit
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: The Social Security
$225 Lump Sum Death Benefit has
been eliminated for those with no
direct survivor. Please list those who
are considered to be survivors.
Would brothers and sisters be considered so? W.C.
ANSWER: The 1981 Social Security
Amendments redefine who may
qualify for the Lump Sum Death
Benefit. Benefits will no longer be
paid to unpaid funeral homes or to individuals who paid for the burial of
the deceased worker. Instead, under
the new provision, the benefit will be
paid in the following order of priority: •
1. The widow(er) of the deceased
wage earner who was living in the
same household as the wage earner
at the time of death;
2. The widow(er) who is entitled
(or would have been so entitled had a
timely application been filed) to
benefits based on .the deceased wage
earner's record
r the month of
death, excluding di orced spouse's
benefits;
3. In equal shares, to each child
who was entitled (or would have been
so entitled had a timely application
been filed) to benefits based on the
deceased wage earner's record for
the month of death.
If no surviving widow, widower, or
child as defined above survives, then

no lump-sum is payable. This provision became effective September 1,
1981. HE ARTLINE: How does the
Veterans Administration define a
"helpless child?" K.L.
ANSWER: A helpless child is a
child who becomes permanently incapable of self-support due to a mental or physical disability before the
age of 18.

looking boa
Ten years ago
Wells T. Lovett of Owensboro, attorney and insurance executive
whose grandfather, Dr. Rainey T.
Wells, was founder of Murray State
University, was to be featured
speaker at 50th anniversary banquet
of MSU Alumni Association May 6.
Jim Neale of 302 South 15th St., had
recently bowled a near-perfect game
missing only two pins on last ball for
a 298 at Corvette Lanes. His average
was 190 in league play with Redbirds.
Twenty years ago
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board had approved expenditures of
approximately $5,300 for improvements at Kyle Field.
Kentucky Art Train was to be parked at siding on Railroad Avenue near
Railway Ecpress office April 18-22.
Thirty years ago
W. Robert Perry, Clyde Phelps,
Ellis Ross Paschall, William E. Hendon, Goebel Roberts, B. W. Edmonds, H. G. Gingles, E. L. Kuykendall and A. W. Morris had attended
annual meeting of Cooperatives at
Mayfield.
Mrs. H. S. Rogers, Mrs. Donald
Crawford and Mrs. Edwin Warren
had presented a program at meeting
of Lynn Grove High ISchool Unit of
Parent-Teacher Association

Dear Editor:
After Congress had passed the
Federal Reserve Bill, Congressman
Charles Lindbergh, Sr., told Congress..."This act establishes the
most gigantic trust on earth.. When
the President signs this Act the invisible government by the money
power, proven to exist by the Money
Trust investigation, will be legalized.
"The new law will create inflation
whenever the trusts want inflation...
"From now on depressions will be
scientifically created."
The Federal Reserve is not federal.
It is a group of private banks. Despite
the Federal in its name, the government does not own it, does not run
it...nor does it control it.
It is not responsible to the will of
Congress,or to the American people.
Any law passed by Congress affecting the economy can be instantly
nullified by the Federal Reserve.
Congressman Wright Patman has
pointed out that the "President cannot submit a program that is likely to
be effective...unless the Federal
Reserve is willing to cooperate."
Webster's New World Dictionary
defines inflation as "an increase in
the amount of currency in circulation, resulting in a relatively sharp
and sudden fall in its value and rise in
prices..."
You may ask "What has all this to
do with me.." The answer is:
everything! Take a bill out of your
wallet and note the inscription on
it...It is inscribed with the words
"Federal Reserve Note."
As stated before, please don't let
the word "Federal" fool you. That
bill you hold is not even Issued by the
Federal Government!
Federal Reserve Notes are only
good- as long as someone will accept
them in payment. They have no intrinsic value. There is absolutely
nothing backing these notes.. It is only paper issued by the Federal
Reserve:
Not only are Federal Reserve
Notes intrinsically worthless, but
they are also unlawful and unconstitutional. Article I, Section 8, of
the U.S. Constitution, delegates to
Congress (not a banking corporation) the power "to coin money, and
regulate the value thereof."
Further, Article I, Section 10, of the
U.S. Constitution, expressly prohibits
States from declaring irredeemable
paper (or anything but gold and
silver coin) to be "tender in payment
of debts."
The dollar was on the gold standard until 1933, and the Silver standard until 1968, but this posed a genuine problem for the international

bankers...they could not create gold
or silver out of thin air...but paper
was another matter.
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in
Bronson vs. Rhodes that "lawfulmoney of the United States could only
be gold and silver coin, or that which
by law is made its equivalent,so as to
be exchangeable therefor at par and
on demand, and does not include a
currency which, though nominally
exchangeable for coin at its face
value, is not redeemable on demand."
Prior to 1963, Federal Reserve
Notes were defined by law as an
-obligation of the United States",
and were "Redeemable In Lawful
Money At The U.S. Treasury Or At
Any Federal Reserve Bank". After
1963, the "redeemable" promise
disappeared from the face of Federal
Reserve Notes — contrary to Article
I, Section 10, of the U.S. Constitution,
the above Supreme Court ruling, and
also Statute 31 U.S. Coinage Act 371.
Incredibly, there has never been a
comprehensive outside audit conducted on the Federal Reserve
System.
If the government does not control
the Federal Reserve System...Who
does..
The Federal Reserve System has
been headed by members of the
Council on Foreign Relations for (at
least) the past,Z.8 years.
And who tads the Council on
Foreign Relations. One of the international bankers...David Rockefeller
is chairman.
Paul C. Wilson
8070 Driftwood Drive
Norfolk, Va. 23518

Expresses thanks
Dear Editor:
The Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls would
like to express their thanks to Gibson
Ham Co., Williams Sausage and all
the other participating businesses
who made donations for our pancake
breakfast on March 6. Everyone's
support was sincerely appreciated.
Again I would like to extend my
thanks. With your generosity our
breakfast was a big success.
Cindy Tucker
Worthy Advisor
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls

otAfFilirr

today in histoiy
Today is Wednesday, March 24, the
83rd day of 1982. There are 282 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On March 24, 1603, the crowns of
England and Scotland were joined
under Scotland's James VI, who
began his reign as James I upon the
death of Queen Elizabeth I.
In 1924, Greece was proclaimed a
republic.
In 1953, Dowager Queen Mary,
widow of England's King George V,
died at the age of 85.
In 1974, Uganda crushed a coup attempt against President !di Amin
following a machine gun and mortpr
battle with rebels.
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Rainey'
by Rainey Apperson

It is a unique experience to attend the birth of a new baby. This
past week in Ponte Vedra, Fla.,
Walt and I watched golf celebrate
its first-born. The Tournament
Players Association had its golf
tournament on its own course, the
new Players Club, across the road
from Sawgrass, where it had been
held for the past four years.
Pete Dye, the builder of this
-Country Club of Vietnam", as
the natives call it, and his crew
hacked out 18 holes in a jungle
swamp on the coastal route of
A1A. It is a "thing of beauty."
Jerry Pate, the crowd favorite
won Sunday afternoon — then
made his dive in the lake on 18,
and took Commissioner Dean
Beaman and Pete Dye with him.
A significant feature for the
TPA's own course is the idea of
"stadium golf" terraced seats on
zthe grass around locations on the

course. They say they can accommodate 40,000 around the 18th
hole.
What a show!!
•••
late to get in
too
It's never
shape. If you don't believe it, just
watch the Avon-Atlanta 10kilometer women's race April 2.
Among the 2,000 contestants will
be the world's oldest marathon
runner — 80-year-old Ruth
Rothfarb, who ran 26.2 miles last
August in the Avon International
with a time of 5:39:46.
It is remarkable enough to have
an octogenarian in a distance
race, but what is even more amazing is that Ruth did not start running until she was 72. "I had been a
businesswoman all my life, and I
needed something to keep me active," she explains. Moreover,
jogging seemed to help her arthritis.

today

At a race in Deerfield Beach,
Fla., last year, the 4-foot-10 inch
Ruth fared well in her age competion — the 60-and-over-group, but
she asked officials whether they
could come up with a new
category for slightly older runners. She had a birthday coming
up and what would be nicer than
winning in an 80-and-over running
category.
In August in Ottawa, Canada,
she finished the 26.2 mile Avon International to become the oldest
woman ever to complete a
marathon race. She is really a
"silver streak."
•••
My back door neighbor, Molly
(Mrs. Jim) Booth has a big week
planned. As fund raising chairman for the March 27 - April 1
drive for the Mental HealthMental Retardation Center, Molly
has several ideas in the working.
An arts and crafts festival is
planned for Saturday, March 27,
beginning at 9 a.m. in the Community Theater Depot. All proceeds will go to the Mental HealthMental Retardation Center.
isney
Also this week, a Wa
movie will be shown at the iversity Center.
Molly would like to ask all of our
readers to please give something
to this fund raising effort.

Miirray Ledger & Times

Outland-Jones wedding scheduled

Mr. and Mrs. Charles
D. Outland announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their older daughter,
Mary Beth, to John B.
Jones, Jr., of St. Louis,
Mo.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul M. Webb of
Orlinda, Tenn., and the
late Rev. and Mrs. Alonzo
Outland of Murray.
A 1977 graduate of Murray High School, Miss
Outland attended Murray
State University. She
presently is a student at
the University of Kentucky College of Pharmacy where she is a
member of Lambda Kappa Sigma professional
fraternity.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Hans
Sperber and the late Mrs.
Kunigunde Sperber of
Nuremberg, West Germany, and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph W. Jones
of Jesup, Ga.
Mr. Jones will be a May
1982 graduate of the
University of MissouriRolla, Rolla, Mo., with a
degree in metallurgical
engineering. He is a fraternity.
music. His selections in member of Lambda Chi
The ceremony will take
the recital were the first Alpha fraternity and Blue place on Saturday, May
movement of the Sonata Key national honor 29, at 6:30 p.m. at First
in D Major, K. 284, by
Mozart, and the
Poloniase in C# minor,
Op. 26 No. 1, of Chopin.
Thursday, March 25
Thursday, March 25
Appearing as a guest
will
Club
Magazine
Golden Pond Visitors
performer, Miss Gret1:30
at
at
p.m.
meet
Center.
violinist,
chen Wilcox,
played the third move- Boston Tea Party with
Harding Academy
ment of the Sonatina in D, Mrs. R. J. Dixon as
will present an
Chorus
hostess.
Op. 137 No. 1 by Schubert,
program in
evening
with Mark Hussung at the
Bible
Group
ilournaling
of Seventh
auditorium
piano. She is a student at
Church of
Church
of
Christian
First
Poplar
and
M.H.S. and studies violin
7 p.m. with Christ.
at
meet
will
with her father who is on
Southside
the music faculty at Mur- Marge Hays,
Mothers Morning Out
Manor Apartment K-6.
ray State.
will be at 9 a.m. at Good
• To close the program,
Disabled American Shepherd United
Miss Hunter and Mr. Veterans and Ladies Aux- Methodist Church.
Hussung played a piano iliary will meet at 7 p.m.
Zeta Department of
duet version of the cur- at Legion Hall, South
Murray Woman's Club
rently popular "Canon in Sixth and Maple Streets.
p.m. at
will meet at 7
D Major" by Pachelbel.
West Kentucky club house.
Amateur Astronomers
Lydian Sunday School
will meet at 8 p.m. at
Class of Westside Baptist
tions Girl Scouts have
made to our commonwealth and commend
their encouragement of
leadership qualities for
A workshop dealing Health Grief Counselor.
the youth of tomorrow."
Also interested SIDs
sudden infant death
with
SME funds will conwill be present
be
(SIDs)
will
parents
syndrome
tribute to the continued
at for questions and
31,
March
Wednesday,
maintenance of KenPurchase Area Develop- answers.
tuckiana Girl Scouting.
ment District building,
Subjects to be discussHighway 45 North, ed include medical, legal
Mayfield.
implications of SIDs, current theories, current
Ida Lyons, state coor- legislation, home monitor
dinator, said speakers
systems and grief
will be Dr. Richard
counseling.
Greathouse, a pediatriThe workshop will be
cian and coroner for Jefferson County who has directed at all RNs,
worked with SIDs groups LPNs, ministerial
for five years, Pat associates, emergency
Sanders, R. N., and room personnel, funeral
Marie Clendenon, Mental directors, police and fire

Mason students present spring recital
Students of Mrs. Neale
B. Mason, teacher of
piano and harp,
presented their annual
spring recital for an adthence of parents and
- friends Sunday afternoon, March 21. The
recital took place in the
Recital Hall Annex of the
Murray State Fine Arts
complex.
Playing music from the
"Classic" era were Ben
You, Marla Ford, and
Teresa Storey, all of Murray. Chris Wilson of Farmington. and Debbie Low
of Calvert City performed
music representative of
the '•Romantic" era.
Most of the program
consisted of "Descriptive" piano music from
the Twentieth Century

performed by Jessica
Brannon, Stacy
McMillen, John Dailey,
Kathy Stockton, Sandy
Hoke, Susan Jones,
Danielle Rodriquez,
Leslie Franklin and
Glenn Cole, all of Murray, and by Martha Fern,
Calvert City.
A harpist, Lee Ann Settle of Paducah, also performed playing her own
Salvi "Renaissance"
harp.
Especially featured in
a "Senior Showcase" section of the recital were
students who will
graduate this year.
Kevin Cole, a student at
Murray High School,
plans a career in radioTV, and recently won the
Murray Woman's Club
competition in voice. He

played music by Prokofieff.
Lisa Hunter, who ..will
graduate from Farmington High School, is
pianist with the Don
Hendley Singers, a professional gospel group,
and will represent
Mayfield in the District
Woman's Club piano contest. She played the "Butterfly" Etude by Chopin,
and the Brahms "Rhapsodie" in g minor in the
recital.
Mark Hussung, who
also graduates from Murray High this spring, won
both the piano and art
cmtests of the Murray
Woman's Club and will
also compete in the upcoming district event. He
plans to seek a career in

will be in our
gallery Thursday,
March 25
114.m. to 5:30 p.m.
At that time
we will have
Ken's latest
release.
This is
the first
stop on
the artist's
spring tour.
Why don't
all of you
come out so
we
will have
the largest
crowd on
Ken's entire tour.

Life Evening Sun
Be sure to register for the framed
print we will be giving away that day

Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First Baptist Church.
-The Importance of Being Earnest" will be
presented by Community
Theatre at 8 p.m. at Old
Freight Depot in MurrayCalloway County Park.
Senior Citizens Centers
will be open as follows:
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Dancercise class for

Women of Moose will be
at 6 p.m. at lodge hall.
Friday, March 26
Monte Carlo Night will
be from 8 to 11 p.m. at
Murray Country Club.
Members note change in
date.
Community Theatre
will present "Importance
of Being Earnest" at 8
p.m. at Old Freight Depot
in Murray-Calloway
County Park.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by Senior
Citizens.

personnel and all interested persons from the
general public.
Registration will start
at 8:30 a.m. with the pro-

gram to be from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. The fee will be
$10 with five nursing
CEU's being awarded for
the program.

PLANNING
TO MARRY?
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wedding reports.
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not
be accepted.
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed
for a wedding article are available at the
newspaper office, 106 N.4th St.

Spring Sale
Sale Starts 9:00 am. Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

200A;)agfghtg
Store wide
Welcome To Bel-Air Shopping Center
Dan & Saundra Edwards,
New Owners of Kin, s Den
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Blackford House Gallery
Murray

Church will have a salad
supper at 6:30 p.m. at
church.

SIDs workshop scheduled March 31

Ken
Holland

4 1 8 Main

All friends and
Baptist Church, Murray.
are invited to atrelatives
at
follow
will
reception
A
Fellowship Hall of tend the ceremony and
the reception.
church.

Coming community events scheduled

Girl Scout membership campaign scheduled
Girl Scout annual sus- man, of Louisville. Addi- and girls in product sales,
taining membership tional community cookies and calendars,
enrollment campaign will chairmen will be super- and the SME personal apbe conducted in 56 coun- vising activities peal to the membership,
ties of Western Kentucky throughout Kentuckiana parents and community
and Southern Indiana Council.
businesses, for gifts of
from April Ito 30.
Girl Scouting earns $15,$50, or $100 or above.
The 1982 goal of $115,000 over half of its own exLt. Gov. Martha Layne
was announced by penses through the work Collins stated: "I am proCarolyn Maddox, chair- of dedicated volunteers ud of the many contribu-
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Susan Cross elected
Susan Crass of Murray has been elected house
chairman for Alpha Delta Pi sorority at Murray
State University.

Sorority officers named
Serving as officers of Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority
at Murray State University are Susan Byars, Hazel,
rush, and Lee Bryant, Murray,panhellenic.

Golden Age Ctub will meet
Golden Age Club will meet Thursday at 11:30 a.m.
at First United Methodist Church. A potluck luncheon will be served.

DAV meetings scheduled
DR. DENNIS POPLIN,second right, was installed as advisory consultant, and
from left, Alicia Graves, Pat Harcourt and R. L. Cooper as new directors of
Murray-Calloway County Need Line Association,Inc.

INSTALLED AS new officers of Murray-Calloway County Need Line Association, Inc., were from left, Dan Farris, president, John Dale, vice president, Betty
Coleman, secretary, and Groover Parker, treasurer. Seated is Euple Ward, executive director.
Staff photos by Jo Burkeen

New officers, directors, consultant installed
New officers, advisory
consultant, and board
members were installed
by Murray-Calloway
County Need Line
Association, Inc., Monday at Sirloin Stockade.
Dan Farris is president
succeeding Betty Boston
who has served for two
years. John Dale and Betty Coleman will continue
as vice president and
secretary respectively
for a second year.
Groover Parker will

serve as treasurer succeeding Theron Riley
who served for two years.
Dr. Dennis Poplin,
chairman of Department
of Sociology and Anthropology at Murray
State University, will
serve as advisory consultant. He succeeds Dr.
Wallace Baggett who
resigned because of other
duties.

Mrs. Ward said 917 case and 140 for general infiles had been filed for the formation.
year.
Ward listed in her
report a special request
Problem areas includ- with 69 persons calling
ed in these were 221 for about transportation
fuel, housing and fur- needs, missing persons,
niture, 139 for medical- threatened or attempted
physical problems, 164 suicide and terminal pafor job related, 125 for tients. Also listed were
food, 31 each for legal aid numerous requests for
and drug-alcohol, 41 for just general information
emotional-psychiatric, 24 and for home and/or
Jay Brigham con- for child and/or spouse hospital visits.
abuse, 16 for unwed
Pat Harcourt and R. L. ducted the installation.
Monies to meet the imIn her annual report, mothers, 22 for clothing
Cooper are new directors
to replace Mr. Riley and
L,ennis Hale who have
served for past four
years. Alida Graves is a
new director to complete
the term of the late
Frances Shea.
Euple Ward, executive
director, Mrs. Boston and
Walter Mischke, Jr., will
continue to serve for fouryear terms.

Woman's dates keep
home fires burning
DEAR ABBY: I am 27,
single, attractive and no
prude. After a second or
third date with a guy
(whom I know only
casually) he wants me to
go back to his apartment,
assuring me that his intentions are honorable,
but my instincts tell me
otherwise.
When I politely refuse,
he gets mad, then grudgingly takes me home. I
never hear from him
again.
On those rare occasions
when I do go back to his
apartment, as soon as the
front door is closed, he
starts making physical
advances. When I refuse
them, he gets angry and
then takes me home, and
I never hear from him
again, either.
Surely there must be a
way to continue dating a
guy without ending up in
the bedroom before it is
mutually agreeable. But
how? Sign me...
NO WIN
DEAR NO: If a guy
drops you because you
won't go to bed with him,
his message is clear — all
he wants is a bed partner.
You're better off without
him. (That's how you
separate the men from
the boys.)
There are still some
good men around who
prefer a woman who
won't go to bed with a guy
she hardly knows. Hang
in there!
DEAR ABBY: My 13year-old grandson is a
nice-looking, intelligent,
quiet boy. He does very
well in school but is not
particularly athletic.
Last year he began to
have trouble with his
peers, becoming the butt
of their teasing. He has
become withdrawn and a
loner. His apparent
unhappiness has become
upsetting to his parents,
although they try not to
show it.
How should this problem be handled? Is there
some literature on the

subject that we can give
him to read?
CONCERNED GRANNY
DEAR CONCERNED:
Reading is not the
answer. Although his
parents may mean well
by not showing their concern over their son's
withdrawn behavior, they
aren't helping him by ignoring it. The boy needs
to verbalize his feelings,
not hide them.
If he can't (or won't)
talk to his parents, he
should be counseled by an
understanding professional who is not emotionally involved.
DEAR ABBY: I had a
boyfriend who said he liked me, but I guess he liked another girl better
because he broke a date
with me to be with this
other girl. Abby, I tried
everything to get him
back. I wore black satin
jeans, makeup and high
heels, but it didn't work.
What should I do?
FIFTH-GRADE WORRIES
DEAR WORRIES:
You're much too young to
be "dating," but make a
note of what didn't work
to get a boy to like you.
And thank your lucky
stars for the valuable
lesson you learned early
in life.
DEAR ABBY: lam the
mother of an exceptionally beautiful son. Believe
me, this is not just
another mother talking.
My problem: Whenever I
take this boy into a supermarket or walk him down
the street, strangers stop

Disabled American Veterans Murray Chapter
No. 50 and Ladies Auxiliary Unit No. 50 will have
their annual nominations of officers for 1982-83 year
on Thursday at 7 p.m. at American Legion Hall, 101
North Sixth St., according to Alex Pall, publicity
chairman.

Fellowship will meet

West Kentucky Fellowship of Full Gospel Churches will meet Friday at 7:30 p.m. at Christian
mediate needs come from Fellowship Church, Briensburg. Special singing
local Salvation Army will be provided by host church.
The fellowship also conducts family camp
Unit fund,and requests to
churches, civic groups or meetings each summer. This year they will be June
clubs, or individuals, 15-19 at Camp Hurricane near Marion.
Mrs. Ward added.

Murray girls initiates

Need Line was started
in Murray in 1974 as a
Starr Jones and Christine Grogan of Murray are
telephone referral ser- initiates for Alpha Omicron Pi sorority at Murray
vice to help persons in a State University.
crisis or need. It has
grown now to include caring for immediate needs
Local Chapter of National Association of Retired
of clients in an emergenFederal Employees will have a luncheon meeting at
cy,the director said.
11:30 a.m. Friday at Western Sizzlin Steakhouse.
Walter Apperson, publisher of the Murray Ledger &
Times, will be guest speaker.

NARFE Chapter win meet

Zetas to hear speech team
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at club house with program by Murray High School Speech Team,
directed by Mark Etherton.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Bernard Bell, Mrs. Joseph
Rigsby, Mrs. Joseph A. Baust, Mrs. James Rudy
Allbritten and Mrs. Purdom Outland.

Credit union plans meeting
By Abigail Von Buren
and tell me how beautiful
he is.
Of course, I'm proud
and pleased, but almost
everyone who sees him
-He's much too
say 'He's
beautiful to be a boy. he
should have been a girl!"
Abby, although he's not
yet 2, remarks like these
are not healthy for a boy
to hear.

JOHN MENKHAUS, center, son of Bill and Linda Campbell and a senior at
Murray High School, was awarded Keynote music scholarship award in
Paducah Saturday in competitive auditions with nine other all-district band
members. Pictured left is George Milam of Keynote Music and at right is Bill
Campbell.

Murrayans named officers

Initiation conducted at meeting

Murray Assembly No.
Most people mean well,
but they need to be 19 Order of the Rainbow
reminded that repeated for Girls had an initiation
remarks can influence at meeting March 16 at 7
the development of a p.m. at lodge hall.
Gina Coursey was insmall child. If you agree,
I hope you'll use this in itiated with degrees of the
order being conferred by
your column.
NERVOUS IN NOR- Cindy Tucker, worthy advisor. Pam Alexander is
THRIDGE
mother advisor.
DEAR NERVOUS: I
Other members predo, and I shall.
sent were Lisa Allen,

Lana Lasater, Marla
Bailey, Angie Thweatt,
Clarissa Thorn, Kelly
DeWitt, Trisha Clark,
Tona Camp and Paula
Morton.
Other adults present
were Roy Clark, Dollie
Clark, Twila Coleman,
Earl Allen, Harold Ed
Morton, Bill Zambella,
Levicia Zambella,
Rickey Alexander and

Jon Alexander of Murray is serving as vice president of Kappa Alpha fraternity at Murray State
University. Johnny Rowland of Murray is No. IV
Sybil Lasater.
The assembly also has for fraternity.
a prospect skating party
scheduled for Saturday
from 10:20 a.m. to 12:20
Robbie Gore of Murray has been dismissed from
p.m. at Roller Skating of Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Murray. Cost will be $1.25 I.
per person. Any girls interested in becoming a
Rainbow girl or finding
out more about the
organization are invited
to attend.

Since 1949

Feb 1962

An election of directors of Murray State University Employees Credit Union will be at its annual
meeting Friday at 6 p.m. in Room 135, Blackburn
Science building. Members will nominate and elect
three new members to the board of directors and
three vacancies on the credit committee will be filled.
The agenda will include progress reports by
various committees. Non-members are welcome to
attend. Cash door prizes will be given and
refreshments will be served.

- 49.94/0

For MI of customer owned tanks
Minimum delivery 200 gallons

IRE-STATE PROPANE,INC
Route 4, Box 20, Paducah, Kentucky 42001-9456 Phone(502)898-7387

For Isformation
Reganliag

Your Special Invitation To Hear...

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Itemovel of Noir)
Coll

Jay Lockhart

753-8856

Speak On The Theme

f
VAG''SWS

"Studies in Ephesians"

Italian Spaghetti
Special
$1 09

Friday, March 26, 1982 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, March 27, 1982 7:00 p.m.

Murrayan dismissed

Saddlenian
Boot Jeans
Tough'N
Ready

Sturdy leans, pure and
simple. With just enough
flare to ride easy over
boots. In heavyweight
denim or other fine
Sta-Prest• fabrics,
you can rely on
Levi's' depend- able quality,
Comfort and
fit.
Saddleman
Boot Jeans.

SIZES
29-42

REGULAR
BELL 8,
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Sunday, March 28, 1982
Bible Classes 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
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Second person dies following gunfire inside bank

OBITUARIES
Services
conducted
for brothers

Mrs. Schroder Mrs. Lassiter
dies Tuesday
dies; rites
on Thursday at hospital

Services for Jeffrey
Lockhart, 4, and Jeremy
Lockhart, 3, were conducted Monday at 10 a.m.
They were in the chapel
of Kerr Brothers Funeral
Home,Lexington.
The children drowned
Saturday in a swimming
pool while playing at the
home of their grandmother, Faye Oldham
Lockhart, Lexington, according to Lexington
police.
Survivors include their
parents, Bobby and
Dinah Lockhart, Lexington; grandparents,
Faye Oldham Lockhart,
Lexington, and Bobby
Lockhart, Rt. 1, Hazel;
great-grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Oldham,Rt.
1, Almo, and Mr. and
Mrs. Bud Lockhart, Murray.

Services for Mrs.
Margie Howard Schroder
will be Thursday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home,
Benton. The Rev. John
Archer will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home.
Mrs. Schroder, 78, Collinwood, Tenn., died Monday at 8:50 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. Born May 11,
1903, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of
the late Robert Howard
and Rebecca Ann Brown
Howard.
She was a member of
First United Methodist
Church, Benton, and a
past matron of Benton
Chapter No. 305 Order of
Eastern Star.
Survivors include her
husband, Horace
Schroder; a daughter,
Edith Morris, Paducah;
two sons, Bobby Richardson, Paducah, and Joe
Richardson, Rt. 2,
Calvert City.
Three stepdaughters
survive who are Ann
Watts, Lake Wales, Fla.,
June Dequinque,
Westminster, Colo., and
Barbara Olive, Niagara
Falls, Canada. Two stepsons surviving are Nelson
Schroder, Collinwood,
Tenn., and David
Schroder, Clearwater,
Fla.
Also surviving are a
brother, Brown Howard,
Lynn Grove; 10 grandchildren; several
stepgrandchildren; 18
great-grandchildren.

Hudspeth's
rites today
Services for Marion
Hudspeth were today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. W. W. Hall officiated.
Burial was in Mt. Olive
Cemetery.
Mr. Hudspeth, 79, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, died Monday at
10:15 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. He
was a member of Mt.
Olive Church of Christ.
Survivors include
several cousins. He was a
grandson of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Hudspeth
and Mr. and Mrs. Marion
Pogue.

MSU.film festival
may be eliminated
S..

The International Filth
Festival at Murray State
University, a program of
free showings of quality
foreign and domestic
films, is in danger of being drastically cut back
or perhaps eliminated
due to lack of funds.
A fund-raising effort
has been initiated to save
the festival, which is the
only program in this area
of Kentucky to present
films by such noted directors as Bergman, Fellini,
Bunuel and Eisenstein.
Helen Roulston, assistant professor of English
and festival director, said
the public is urged to
show support by making
donations. Donated
money will go only for
film rental and operation

of the film festival.
Checks should be made
payable to the Murray
State University Foundation and designated for
the International Film
Festival.
For every $20 donated,
a free pass to one of the
University Theatre's
1982-83 productions will
be given or the University
Center Board will give a
free pass to a Student
Government Association
concert in April.
Donations may be sent
or delivered to: Helen
Roulston, Department of
English, Room 7B4,
Faculty Hall, Murray
State University, Murray, Ky., 42071, telephone
(502) 762-2315 ext. 41.

LOUISVILLE, Ky
(AP) — A second person
has died of wounds
received when a gunman
opened fire inside of a
Louisville savings and
loan association.
Delbert C. Hart Jr., 52,
a Delta Airlines flight
supervisor from Atlanta,
died Tuesday from a
single gunshot wound
that struck a major
artery near the groin, officials said.
Hart, who came here
because his mother was
facing cancer surgery,
was shot Monday while
he was in the Lincoln
Federal Savings and
Loan Association office

Mrs. Ann Phillips
Lassiter died Tuesday at
7:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. She was 57
years of age and a resident of Rt. 4.
Born Aug. 17, 1924, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Wiley Phillips and
Lydia Morton Phillips.
Survivors include her
husband, Paul Lassiter;
two sisters, Helen Nance,
Rt. 6, and Estelle Howe,
Tiffin, Ohio; two
brothers, Hoyt Phillips,
Owensboro, and Joseph
Art students at Murray
E. Phillips, Columbia.
State University have
Max Churchill Funeral been chosen to submit
Home will be in charge of works which will be judgarrangements.
ed and reproduced in the
1983 desk calendar
distributed by Capitol
Engraving Company of
Nashville, Tenn.
Joe Rigsby, assistant
Stuart Poston, ad- professor of art and proministrator of Murray- ject coordinator, said 52
Calloway County Hopital, illustrations will be
has expressed apprecia- selected for the calendar,
tion to the several hun- one for each week of the
dred city and county
residents who have completed and returned the
health care questionnaire
sent to them recently.
The survey, developed
with the cooperation of
the Kentucky Hospital
Association, was designed to assist the hospital's
governing board, administration and staff in
planning for future needs.
It sought, primarily,
opinions and suggestions
regarding health care at
the Murray hospital and
how the public, in
general, views it.
Poston went on to point
out that the survey is part
of the development of a
long-range planning program scheduled for completion in the fall.
The administrator also
urged those still holding
the questionnaires to
complete and return
them as soon as possible.

downtown.
Julie Leet, 45, the head
teller for the institution,
was shot once through the
heart and died Monday.
Anita Thurman, 39, an
assistant vice president,
was hit once in the chest.
Her condition was
described as critical,
hospital officials said
Tuesday.
According to police, a
gunman wearing a black
tuxedo shot the three victims before turning the
gun on himself and firing
five shots into his chest.
Police identified the
gunman as Kenneth
Bailey Miles Jr., who was
listed in serious condition

at University Hospital.
Police said Miles was
charged with murder and
first-degree assault in
connection with the
shootings. According to
police, Miles had served
five years in prison for
killing his father.
Miles, wearing a black
tuxedo he had rented
Saturday, entered the
bank at noon and began
talking with Ms. Thurman about transferring
money from an out-ofstate bank, police said.
Soon after they began
discussing the transaction, Miles became
beligerent and asked to
talk with the bank

manager. Police said at
that point, Ms. Thurman
asked Miles aleave.
Investigating officers
said Miles then drew a
.25-caliber pistol and shot
Ms. Thurman, Mrs. Leet
and Hart before shooting
himself.
Miles has an arrest
record dating back to
1971, when he was charged with murder in the
death of his father, Kenneth Miles Sr. He was
sentenced to five years in
the Kentucky State
Reformatory after
pleading guilty to voluntary manslaughter.
He was paroled Jan. 30,
1974, police records show,

MSU art students chosen for calendar

Survey to aid
hospital plans

of the competition
because the broad visual
possibilities offer greater
potential for the creation
of interesting images.
The choice of Murray
State students as the only
participants in the competition was because of
the quality of their contributions to the 1982
calendar, Rigsby explained. The 1982 calendar usMullins said "animals" ed art from students at
was chosen as the subject sevefal schools in the

year. Six of the 52 will be
selected for 8500 purchase awards and
become part of the art
collection of Capitol
Engraving.
Exhibits of the 52 winning pieces are planned in
Murray, Louisville and
Nashville by William E.
Mullins, president of
Capitol Engraving.

Southeast.
Capitol Engraving
distributes the calendar
each year to business
people in the Southeast
and along the East Coast
a sa w a y of
demonstrating the quality of its color separation
capabilities.
The work may be viewed in the gallery at the
University Center at
Murray State during the
first week of April.

but was convicted on
another voluntary
manslaughter charge
that year and was
sentenced to the Kentucky State Penitentiary
at Eddyville.
Police said that in the
years after he left prison,
Miles was arrested for
bank robbery in Los
Angeles, for assault on a
police officer and bank
robbery and hostagetaking in San Francisco,
for bank robbery in Springfield, Mo., and assault
on a District of Columbia
police officer.
Federal records don't
show what action was
taken on the out-of-state
charges, but police said
that in several cases,
Miles was found mentally
incompetent to stand
trial.

Hug market
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Join the thousands who already enjoy
this magical new brm ofentertainment
Now you can watch the best in Hollywood movies, superstar
rock concerts, children's programs and more—just by playing
a record! The RCA VideoDtsc Player hooks up to any TV and
gives you this fabulous variety of entertainment whenever
you like.
No wonder RCA has sold more VideoDisc Players than any
other new video product in history And now—at this 1st
Anniversary celebration price—it's your greatest home
entertainment value.
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is proud to announce its new association with
Phillips Petroleum Company. Now our retailers
will be able to offer you Phillips 66 quality products
for your car. So please stop in at any
of these Phillips retailers where
you'll he glad a change has taken place.

Hendon's Service Station
290 N. 4th St.
RoHo Service Center
5 Points Murray
Wilson-llolsapple
Phillips 66
Hazel, Ky.
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Rifle Team: Racers aim for NCAA title
By Jim Rector
Sports Editor
No cheering crowds are
sidelined at the Murray
State rifle team's matches and chants for individual performers are
non-existent. Only a
handful of Murrayans
have ever even seen the
team practice.
But the Racers keep
winning and winning big.
"Riflery," explains
Sergeant-Major Elvis R.
Green, "is a very individualized sport.
There's the team aspect
where if one shooter has a
bad day, the team score
suffers. But mostly it's up
to the individual and how
well he or she does."
Green is the coach of
the Murray State rifle
teams which include the
ROTC squad and the
Racer Rifle Team. Envisioning Green on the
sidelines of a shooting
match with megaphone,
webbed shoes and a whistle are misinterpretations
of his duties.

"There is no coaching
allowed while the
shooters are on their
marks," Green said.
"Any distractions or
signals by a coach or
anyone on the sidelines
can lead to disqualification of a shooter or an entire team. Most of the
shooters know what
they're doing wrong
anyway and any attempt
to help them would probably be more confusing
than help.
"By the time most of
the people we recruit
reach the college level,
they've had anywhere
from three to 10 years of
shooting experience. So
coaching, on my part, is
basically limited to
scheduling the matches
and practices, making
reservations, buying the
ammunition and taking
care of the range
facilities."
Despite the absence of
"coaching" in the rah,
rah, Knute Rockne tradition, the Racers have
fared far better than

Indiana falls,
Racers host
Kentucky next
The second straight Big Dickinson-Funk, 6-0, 6-3.
10 school bit the duct Tisthammer and Jon
against Murray State's Soegaard teamed to beat
men's tennis team as the Anderson-Koch,7-6, 6-3.
Racers beat Indiana, 8-1,
Murray State has
Tuesday.
established a threeMonday the Racers match win streak and an
blasted Michigan State, 7- overall record of 6-2. In7.. then the Hoosiers fell diana fell to 6-4 with TuesTuesday on the Murray day's loss.
State courts.
Today the Racers were
The Racers won all scheduled to host ineight matches in straight terstate rival Kentucky
sets, losing only at the at 2:30 at the MSU varsity
No.4 singles slot.
courts.
Terje Persson wiped
out Pablo Salas in the No.
1 position, 6-1, 6-0, and
Mats Ljungman won with
comparable ease in the
No. 2 slot against Brad.--The annual Murray
Pontow,6-0,6-1.
State basketball banquet
In other singles action has been scheduled for
Finn Swarting defeated Monday, April 5, at the
Mike Dickinson, 6-1, 6-4; University Center
Eric Tisthammer lost to Ballroom.
Bill Funk, 6-0, 6-1; Bobby
Tickets to the 6:30 p.m.
Montgomery tripped affair will cost $7 each
Greg Anderson, 6-4, 6-2; and will include dinner,
and Steve Massad the player awards
defeated Bill Koch, 6-3, 6- ceremony and a presen4.
tation of the popular
In doubles the Racers' season highlight film.
Persson-Swarting team
Ticket reservations can
dominated Salas-Pontow, be obtained by calling the
6-4, 6-2 and Ljungman- MSU basketball office,
Montgomery blasted 762-6804.

MSU banquet
scheduled

average under the direction of Green.
Since 1965 the Murray
State Rifle Team has
been ranked among the
top 10 teams in the nation
with its lowest mark being ninth in 1966.
In the past 17 years, 38
shooters have been
selected to All America
teams and the 1978 team
won the NCAA Rifle
Championship — a mark
Green says he'd like to
see the MSU team repeat
in 1982

A confident Green says
his squad should place no
lower than third or
fourth. "If everyone has
an 'on' day, we have a
good chance of finishing
near the top. West
Virginia is the team to
beat. Tennessee Tech and
Eastern Kentucky are
having some problems so
I figure we'll finish no
lower than fourth,"
Green said.

dividual in the air rifle
competition. Lewandowski qualified individually in the small
bore competition.
The Murray State
ROTC Rifle Team, consisting of Spurgin,
Schweitzer, Lewandowski, Shelly Soncrant
and Bill Hughes, were
honored as the 1981-82 national collegiate champions. The honor marked
Part of Green's con- the third time in the past
fidence stems from the four years MSU has won
prowess of his shooters. the championship.
This weekend the Three individuals are All
Ten teams and 40 inRacers will be given an. Americas — Mark dividuals will compete in
opportunity to capture Delcotto, Mary Anne Lexington this weekend
the national title as the Schweitzer and Scott with 10 individuals namNCAA competition will be Lewandow ski.
ed to the 1982 All America
conducted at the Virginia
Other team members team from the 40-shooter
Military Institute in Lex- include Kerry Spurgin field. Top 10 team rankington, Va., Friday and and Mark Rabenstein ings will be determined
Saturday.
while Kirk Ware qualified by the cummulative team
The Racers reached the for the nationals as an in- scores.
finals by placing fifth in
small bore competition
and sixth in air rifle inthe
qualifying rounds. West
Virginia was the top
qualifier in both events
nationwide.

CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY — Dr. Constantine Curtis, Murray State president, receives the Training and Doctrine Command Commander's Trophy,
designating the university's ROTC Rifle Team as the 1981-82 national collegiate champions. Presenting the trophy (left) is Brigadier General Isaac
Smith, Commander, US Army Second ROTC Region, Fort Knox. The trophy
presentation marked the third time in the last four years that the MSU
marksmen have won the prestigious championship.
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SNAPPER
EASYWHEELIN'
PERFORMER
Year-round lawn care is
a snap with the selfpropelled 21' Hi-Vac'
Six forward speeds—
from less than 1 mph
to over 3 mph in equal
increments—turn a
chore into a walk.
Hi-Vac cutting action
sets up grass for an
even cut and forcefully whirls away the
clippings
Options include side
discharge. exclusive
attachments for
mulching grass, shredding leaves and removing harmful thatch
For lawn machines
with unmatched versatility see your independent SNAPPER
dealer rat
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Poly Sealant

NISMC
IIF

Sale Price '6.99
Less Mail-in Rebate $2.00
Poly Shell One Your Final Cost
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Turtle Wax
Step. Liquid or paste. For
a new car shine!
Reg. 18.99 Ea. 31 20241,31 202 50

700t Mr.

Ea-

4111
"

turtle wax -

75.1 8201

Light Bulbs Soft

white. 40,60,
75, 100 watt.
Reg.$129
51101066.1105-03/53105-02
53-10701

Your Choice
Sale Price
2 Bulbs
for

64
.

Tea Kettle
8-cup with clear
glass, plastic lid
and handle; almond with brown
trim. Dishwasher
safe. $Reg. 4.63

Sale Price

299

"202" Reel
Spin cast, pushbutton, adjustable
drag with 100
yards of line.
61 20109

Sale Price

3.47

5017%26

We Will Reopen
March 24th
Just In Time
For Easter
So Come By
& See Our
Completely
Remodeled
Store.
Get Ready
For Spring And
Easter At

Cassette AMIFIA
Stereo
In-dash; locking fast
forward and rewind;
local/distance switch
balance and fader
control. Reg. 1139.95

Save 511.95

$128

Gas Treatment
Sale Price
Helps keep Carbur
etor clean. 8 oz.
Reg. 99c 406-62

AM/FM Headphone
Radii,

Speaker in
each ear, adiustable
headband.
Uses 9 V
battery.
(not incl.)
Reg. 46.95 84 2C04 S2

-"v

Sale Price

14.88

Umit 4

84-64S

Corn-Austin
Downtown Court Square
West K_y's Newest
& Largest
Men's and Boys
Specialty Store

Bel Air Ctr. Murray, Ky.
,
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Not all seats preferred ai Superdome

'Breds take pair
from Mavericks
Murray State's
baseball team trimmed a
pair of games from
Nebraska-Omaha in a
doubleheader Tuesday at
Reagan Field.
The Thoroughbreds
recorded their first
shutout of the season, an
8-0 skunking, and then
edged the Mavericks, 5-1,
in the second game. Doug Rice fanned 14
UNO batters in the six
and a half-inning opening
contest to claim his second'win in three outings.
The hard throwing junior
gave up only four hits and
improved his individual
record to 2-1 with the win.
Jeff Gass went the
distance in the nightcap
and improved his personal mark to 2-1 as well.
Gass gunned down nine
enemy batters and allowed only four hits.
Both 'Breds pitchers
were backed by solid hitting performances including freshman first
baseman Mike Gargiulo's
four-for-six day.
Gargiulo doubled in the
first game and added a
homer in the second
against the Mavericks.

By The Associated Press

Teammate Lee Hutson
claimed his eighth homer
of the season in the first
contest while Tommy
Gregg and David Scheer
each recorded triples.
Pitching wasn't the only defensive jewel in the
MSU crown as the 'Breds
turned three doubleplays
in the second, third and
sixth innings of the second game.
The wins gave MSU a
10-6 season mark going
into today's game against
UNO, again at Reagan
Field.
Thursday the 'Breds hit
the road for an appearance against Memphis State before returning home against UNO on
Friday.
!Inagua'
1134147 T
UNO
11011111
MURRAY
4 11 2 1 1 I X $
HITS - UNO 4,INV 12. BR - Bases
(MSU ) 33 - Gregg(MU).28 - Batson,Gargielo NEU ).
ERRORS - UNO I.
WP- Rattl
LP - Larson
)
Nightcap
I 2345 7 T
UNO
16111111
MURRAY
20121151
HITS - UNO 4, MSU 7 HR Gargiulo (MSU) 38 - Sewer IMSU).
28 - Nuefelder, Blaine (MS1.1), Tsylor
UNO)
ERRORS - UNO 3, MSU 1.
WP - Gass t 2-I,. LP - alaacuao

The semifinals and
finals of the N CAA
Basketball Tournament
may make a unique sort
of history - a "pay TV"
attraction at the actual
site of the event.
More than 61,000 tickets
have been sold to both
Saturday's semifinals
and Monday night's
championship game. Just
how many spectators will
be able to see what they
have paid for is another
story.
"What it amounts to is
they are paying $16 to sit
in the Superdome and
cheer for their team and
watch the game on television," says Bill Curl,
public relations director
for the Louisiana Superdome in New Orleans.
The best view from those
distant seats, says Curl,
is afforded on the Superdome's six giant TV
screens.
About a third of the
seats are bad ones,so bad
that the NCAA went to
great pains to inform
buyers that some of them
were as far as 375 feet
from the court. Tickets
for the worst 3,000 seats
are stamped -Distant Vision."

Those paying $16 for
the three games will have
to peer over a set of rolling bleachers. The
basketball court is
situated along one side of
the football field and a
bank of seats from the
other side rumbles across
on rails to provide the
basketball configuration.
-NCAA officials have
made the greatest effort
to educate ticket buyers
in the history of the industry, sports or otherwise," says Cliff Wallace,
general manager of the
Superdome.
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Those who
will

defense.
"

ception of the center spot,
where they're a lot bigger

first

day's

by Georgetown

and Louisville. The winners meet Monday night

"14-%

for college basketball's
national championship.

'Wm I. ..); 2'4

Although

Georgetown

Louisville like to
full -court

Georgetown

and

use a

pressure

of Satur-

doubleheader,

followed

821

half

Both

John

North

Carolina and Houston in
the

Coach

very similar to our own.
It's a team very similar
to our own, with the ex-

these

can see the

watch

Floyd,

create some problems for
us and create some pro-

us right from the start (of
the season). There is no
excuse for an off-day on

asking,'Are you real sure

court

Eric "Sleepy"

blems for them.
"Georgetown's overall
talent and quickness is

the point where we were

n

sharpshooting

Thompson says "defense
is the thing that carried

tions, "It almost came to

you want to buy
tickets'

a

guard in

defense most of the way.
"We've played with it
and
against it every
day,
" says
Coach

Louisville

Denny

Crum.

"Hopefully, we'll be able
to handle It. '
I m sure they
feel the same way. It will

(7400t freshman Pat Ewing).
"They like to run and
shoot the good shots off
the transition. I think the
game will be won by the

the

team that plays
defense.

the

That's

best

usually

way it works in tour-

nament play."

'Sheriff' Thirdkill will track Purdue's ace
NEW YORK (AP)- If laid down the law Monthere is a key matchup in day night, holding
tonight's National Invita- Oklahoma's David Little
tion Tournament cham- to eight points as the
pionship game, it could Braves rolled to an 84-68
be how well Bradley's semifinal victory.
David Thirdkill defenses
Thirdkill, says Verthe Big Ten's leading sace, "is the consumate
scorer, Purdue guard defensive player in
America today. He has
Keith Edmonson.
Bradley Coach Dick absolutely the finest
Versace calls Thirdkill technique of any basket"The Sheriff," and the ball player at the college
senior guard certainly level that I've ever seen."

In

"If

Edmonson, who is

we can do a job on

why Edmonson, a 6-foot4

averageing 26.4 points in

Cross

the

that would be a terrific

more

have his hands full when

defensive

tion.

the title goes on the line at

says Versace.

NIT, Thirdkill should

8 p.m.

EST

center

Edmonson,

challenge,"

Edmond.

Both

Ed-

and

Cron

monson are destined for

sophomore
the pros, says Versace,

Russell

Cross,

Purdue
'
l one-two scoring
combination,

you

never

really

stop pros. You jdst try to
had

25

points apiece in a 6146

semifinal
Georgia.

"and

victory

senior,

chop them down a bit.
"
Purdue
Ready is

received
recogni-

Coach

Gene

puzzled about

of

style

oriented

he

is
we

teamdon
'
t

"He

says.

can

Monson)

(Edthe

get

points if he needs to, but
not

why

sure

he

doesn
'
t have more of a
"
star status.
Both

Sports at a glance

play
and

stress the star system,
"

'
Im

over

t
hasn
'
national

"Maybe its because our

in Medi:Sun

Square Garden.

son and

and

they
'
ll

coaches
stick

with

say
their

basic styles of play that
they

displayed

in

the

semis, when Purdue used

The filing coincides with
the start of the state boys'
basketball tournament in
Lexington.
Representatives of the
DAYTON, Ky. (AP)Ten northern Kentucky 10 schools met Tuesday
high schools will file a night to approve the class
lawsuit today to force the action suit, which alleges
Kentucky High School that the current state
Athletic Association to system discriminates
hold multi-class playoffs against smaller schools
in all competitive sports. by not classifying all

Kentucky
lawsuit

sports, especially basketball. The current system
classifies only track, football, cross-country and
swimming.
The schools include
Dayton, Bishop Brossart,
Holy Cross, Walton
Verona, Ludlow, Covington Latin, Beechwood,
Silver Grove, St. Henry
and Bellevue.

aII/Ago

In other action, Erik Calfornle 7,Beattie(SS)1
II, Massa Nate III
Iskersky upset Gianni Milerawkas
New York(AL)11, Ptdiadelphia I
Baltimpre
Ocleppo of Italy 7-6, 5-7, 76; Peter McNamara of Clackanstl I,Derek
WsdessilarsGame
MILAN, Italy (AP) - Australia beat Fritz
Tonsil vs. New Tot (XL) at
Sandy Mayer won a pair Buehning 4-6, 7-6, 6-1; St.Pstersearg,Fla.
Phdadelphis vs. Les Aagstes at Van
of tie-breakers to beat Mark Edmonson of Beach,
Fla.
Atlanta vs. Mostreal at Ent Paka
Shlomo Glickstein of Australia topped Marcos
Israel 7-6, 7-6 in a first- Hocevar of Brazil 6-1,6-4; 8.atMs.
Baden vs Caseloads( Tatago.
Manameta vs. Melberg\ at Realwe
rodtid match at the Vince Van Patten beat
kw,no.
$350,000 Cuore Cup tour- Tim Mayotte 6-4, 6-0;
St.Loals vs.Dena at lAdllitait,na.
Chicago (AL) vs. Ulna ay at in.
nament.
Sweden's Mats Wilander
Myers, Fla.
topped Andres Gomez of
New York (AL) Is. tube 28 reoEcuador 6-4, 6-1; Jimmy pen.Beach,Fla.
Chicage( ML)vs.gaa Dims ait Year,
Connors beat Nick Sa- Ara_
San Frascati vs. 111/mialas at Sati
viano 6-2, 6-1; and Kevin
Ariz
Curren of South Africa City,
Cleveland vs. Seattle at timps,Ark.
Oakland vs. Catalina at Paha Sptdefeated Italy's Adriano
imp,Calif.
Panatta 6-3, 3-6,6-1.

Tennis

Your discount parts superrnart

Pro baseball
Maar Lamm Baena.
Ezittiltim Seams
Tassday'sGems
Outage (Al.)3, New Yoet(NL)
St.Losis6,Kansas City 3
Toronto!, Pittsburgh 2
Allude 7, Teeas
Minnesota 4, Boston I
Moseres112, U.ot Miami 4
Chicago(NL)4, Milwaukee 3
Oakland (SS) 7, San Diego 4, II Inn-

9.99
Gabriel .-oad

stars

rloty
forret-I sho, I. ..h.orber

Fuel pump
C.,mputer engineered for r••si..
hat. 4. gPeS....•ty '-,ore horse
power Fort better
color lt,on
Evcy to onkt.,101

00.1/tty manufactured for most
Shari.
domestic c,e.
true discount pr., •

Cleveland I,San Francisco
Seattle (SS )1, Oakland(35)2

ThandarsGAINS
Pittsburgh vs. New York (ML) at
St.Petiersbarg,Fla.
Glickman vs. Las Aagelis at Vote
aeock,
Detrat vs Roasts@ at Cocoa,ns.
Texas vs. Atlanta it West Palm
Beach,
Plilliddpkis vs. Masessta it Oder
thi, Fla.
Montreal n. Bastes at Water Una,

El..

Kansas City vs. ?snots at Daman,
Fla.
St.Loals vs. Chicago (AL) at
Sarasota,Fla.
Chicago(ML) vs. Si.Dime at Y seas,
Arts.
Milwaskee vs. San "'madame& Se*.
Wale,Ark.
Swede vs. Clevelaal at Team,Ark.
Oakland vs. Caldera. at Petra leriaga. Call.

discipline
New Tot (AL) vs. Bahieare at
Mlenk,Fla.,(a)
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quickness. We
'
re just goto play

ing to try

our

game,
" Ready said, adding that if the Boilermakers try to run with
Bradley,"
they
'
ll blow us
out.
"
Versace
Purdue

characterizes

as

"awesome

with their size and bulk,
"
and says"
if you get in a
five-on-five

game

with

them, then of course they
have the edge.
"

Ode
our MS

"
I think the main
Is for us to get

back on defense and try
to stop all five of them,
"
says Ready.
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Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
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ib.4410.01
talessel•

Nit
after ealwas
Watercraft Fl.IA ell
*ler
Auto Shack's price 1.99
less 1 00 mail-in rebate
from Motorcreft Limit 2

Do it yourself...save big bucks!

Pim Maw
Moan Met/Naas
oat maON

40.places seeks* set
Contains evelyMing you
need tor Me dpityourssIfer Wale 4 inch

Mem* rite
A bendy tool you
shouldn't be without Auto
Shoo* MOOS you money

Punebsre seal
Get rolling in
seconds. be prepared
12-oz. can. Limit 2.

Hours: Mon-Sat 8 a.m. tit 8 p.m.

2/3.00
Peehuged Shrubbery
Ready-to-plant flowering or
ornamental shrubbery.
11446ery tannings;
Mow
Maass battery terminal
removal quick and easy

Kryten spray paint
Available in many colors
with "rust magic "Reg
219 Limit 2

Warranty

Electrica/ teeter
Includes bulb 8 test
Mad 6-12 volt tester
Limit 2

Tiro gealpe
Heavy-duty prolessiona/
lire gauge, for the right
amount ol air

IVIsttkyai tint
For Mal professional
looking tint that

Any remanufactured part purchased From AUTO SMACK will be replaced for a pencil of one year from dale of purchase it under normal
Conditions if fails to give sallsIdcfory service

South 12th !Woof
SouthsIda Cantor

Paris, TN
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Legislative pay bill clears hurdles
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Lawmakers'
salaries would be increased every two years
at the same rate as state
employees' salaries
under legislation headed
for a vote on the Senate
floor.
The legislative pay bill
was one of several
measures that cleared
committee hurdles Tuesday as the 92nd General
Assembly tries to complete its work.
Bills allowing interest
rates on credit cards and
retail loans to rise to 21
percent, establishing a
Family Court system in
certain areas, legalizing
pinball gambling and

raising the unemployment tax on employers
also were approved by
committees.
Sen. Bill Ortwein, DChattanooga, won 5-4 approval in the Senate
Finance Committee for
his pay measure, which
would automatically give
legislators the same
percentage increases in
salary and expenses as
state employees receive
during a two-year period.
It would become effective
for legislators elected
Nov. 2.
"I defy anyone to say
that anyone who came up
here last year and worked from January to June
didn't need whatever
salary he had to make

ends meet prior to the end
of that year," said Senate
Majority Leader Milton
Hamilton of Union City, a
supporter.
A lawmaker's current
salary of $8,300 would
likely be raised by 15.9
percent to $9,629 under
the bill. Instead of $250 a
month to operate home
offices, legislators would
receive $289; daily living
expenses while in
Nashville would rise from
$66 to $77, and the
mileage allowance would
increase from 19.9 cents
per mile to 23 cents.
Legislators are prohibited from raising their
salaries during their own
terms of office and would

Cable boxes are 'hot'items
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Cable television
converter boxes, which
determine the channels
received by cable
subscribers, are being
taken out of homes, service trucks and
warehouses with increasing rgularity, according
to police.
Police estimate that 6575 converters were stolen
in the past few months
from the city's two cable
television companies,
CPI of Louisville and
Storer Communications
of Jefferson County.
It costs subscribers
, About $5 a month plus a
hookup fee to have basic
cable service insstalled in
their homes. Movie channels and additional services require a converter,
which can cost as much
as $28 a month.
Many are buying the
boxes illegally for $50 or
$100 and splicing them into cables, which requires
no electronic expertise,
police said. Others are
climbing utility poles,

connecting cables and
running them into their
homes using hardware
that can be bought at any
electronic supply store.
Wayne Rankin, general
manager of Storer, said
such illegal hookups can
pogie dangers for the installer.
"Put your hand on the
wrong wire and you have
a problem,"said Rankin.
Cable companies can't
trace where their signal
is going, so few illegal
converters have been
recovered. However,
some abuses of the
system are reported by
anonymous callers.
"People tell on their
neighbors and friends
because they don't like
paying for something someone else is getting for
free," said Rankin.
Last September,
Louisville police arrested
two people who broke into
one of CPI's warehouses
and stole 20 converters.
One was a former
employee of Storer. Two
weeks later, a CPI

employee was arrested in
connection with the
break-in. All three were
convicted.
Both Storer and CPI
have received complaints
from customers who said
a repairman picked up
their boxes for servicing
and didn't return them.
Rankin said this has
posed a "major problem"
for his company. Police
are investigating the incidents, but do not have
any suspects.
CPI also has had
several instances of converters being stolen out of
service trucks, said Bob
Pierce, technical service
manager for the company.
Police speculate that
some people are selling
or giving away their converters before disconnecting service and reporting them as stolen.
Pierce said CPI
charges customers $100 if
they fail to return a converter when service is
disconnected. At Storer,
the fee for missing converters is $150.

have to wait two years to
receive an increase if the
bill fails, Ortwein said.
The last legislative pay
raise was four years ago.
The Finance Committee voted to send the pay
bill to the Calendar Committee instead of placing
it after the 198243 budget,
which is normal procedure for legislation not
already included in the
spending plan. Committee Chairman Doug
Henry, D-Nashville, who
voted against the bill,
said the failure to move
the pay bill after the
budget was an oversight.
In the Hotse Calendar
Committee, representatives scheduled floor
debate Thursday on a
Senate-passed bill raising
the legal ceiling on interest rates for credit
cards and retail loans.
The maximum rate for
credit cards would be 21
percent instead of the
current 18 percent, while
the top rate for installment purchases would be
21 percent instead of 16
percent.
In other action:

•

m
.-ntra

—The Senate Judiciary
Committee approved the
Family Court bill 13-0 and
sent it to the Finance
Committee. It would set
up the court system in only the seven judicial circuits where the system is
wanted, primarily in
East Tennessee and in
the Jackson area.
—The House Finance
Committee approved by
voice vote a bill legalizing
pinball gambling beyond
the June 30 deadline set
by the Legislature three
years ago. The committee vote came after the
sponsor earmarked part
of an expected $9 million
in annual revenues from
a tax on the machines for
education and mass transit projects.
—The unemployment
tax increase would require employers to pay
up to $72 million a year
more to help pay benefits
for the growing number
of jobless Tennesseans.
The House Finance Committee approved the bill
on voice vote, while the
Senate Commerce Committee approved it 5-4.
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Aurora,Ky.
Open at 5 p.m.
7 days a week
in summer

Wesrentucky's
Most
Unique
Restaurant

Charbroiled Steaks
Closed Monday
and Tuesday in
spring and fall

New For Our I I th Year
Barbecue Pork Ribs
Open For Season March 24th
Carol and Dick Thomas

For reservations any night
except Saturday,call:
(502)474-2773

The9312ss"Lantelf1
AURORA, KENTUCKY 42048

Kehtuaky news in brief
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Post offices in
Kenton, Campbell and
Fayette counties no
longer will issue food
stamps, beginning April
1.
Human Resources
Secretary Grady Stumbo
said Tuesday his agency
has contracted with the
Program Management
System Inc. of Detroit to
handle the process in
each of the three counties.

Recipients have been
sent letters saying where
and when they should go
to sign cards and pick up
the stamps.
The new centers will be
open longer than the post
offices. The new system
began operating in Jefferson County last month
as a pilot project.

has worked for the state
for the past five years,
has been named official
keeper of the executive
mansion here now under
renovation.
The mansion was closed in early 19110 by the
state fire marshal's office, which cited fire
hazards.

•One Coat Covers •For Both Walls & Woodwork
•Spot & Stain Resistant •Washable •Colorfast
•No Paint Odd, •Past Dry •Water Clean-Up
(550-6001, 6019, 6027)

Gov. and Mrs. John Y.
FRANKFORT, Ky. Brown Jr. have been liv(AP) — Jason Fenwick, ing at their Cave Hill
an anthropologist who mansion at Lexington.

Our Best! One Coat

Jatig®
21-PIECE

Latex Semi-Gloss
Reg $16.99

SHRIMP
DINNER

*3.69

• WAY WARRANTY
•One Coat
•Spot Resistant
•Highly Washable
•Resists Stains
•Colortast
•Non-Yellowing
•Fast Dry
•Water Clean-Up
(549-6013, 6021)

GALLON

Reg. $16.99
8 WAY WARRANTY
•One Coat Coverage
•8 Year Durability
•Resists Blisters
•Non-Chalking
•Colorfast
•One Hour Dry
•Water Clean-Up
(532-6210 thru 6319)

Reg $14.99

thru April 11

Jerry's famous 21 -Piece Shrimp Dinner includes
21 Gulf shrimp, served up crispy and golden!
Plus French fries, fresh cole slaw and a dinner
roll with butter! At this special price, it's a great
reason to...

5 WAY WARRANTY
•Stain Resistant
•Colortast
•Non- Yellowing
•Fast Dry
•Water Clean-Up
(544-6612-6703)
(544-6604-6638)

GALLON

GALLON
Custom Colors
$1249

Take Another Look at Jerry's

Better Quality

Latex House Paint
Reg. $14.99

$1199

S PRODUCT FEATURES
•Non-Chalking
•Colortast
•One Hour Dry
•Lead Free
GALLON
•Water Clean-Up
(531-6104, 6112. 6120. 6138)
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Central Shopping Center
Across From The Stadium

753-8604
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Hours: 8:30-9
Mon.-Sat.
1:00-6
Sun.
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Gillette Right
Guard Deodorant

Prices Good Thru March 28th

Ladies Tops

3 oz. Bronze can

$ 1 09
I
Jhirmack
Conditioner
GRAA Normal, Oily, Dry hair So
56
8 oz. bottle
sa

Jhirmack
Shampoo
Dry, Normal, Oily
$1
oz.
Sale
I

Oil of Olay

Anti Perspirant

Moisturizing Beauty lotion

Unscented
1.5 oz. Sala

"f3AS-X
MIA* MC V.I.ITUlib Ulf

I\ NI (
ldiplort•

$1 1 8

Gas-X
Tablets
For relieving symptoms

of intestinal gas° A

at

12 UMW 0

329

tte
soh $

Peø

Liquid for reNef
of upset steinadt,
Diartima, ert.
12 oz. bottle

•

$1

sto•dif•

sale

•IK SI

Payless Brand
Asprin

Rapier, Gentle
rad Super

5 grain
250 tablets

$258
Foster
Grant
Sun Glasses
styles for laws
nem & children
Large selection

Cosmos Theme
Pocket Book
4 sections, 6 pocket
wire-o-beend
120 sheets
No. 03211
sale

10.5 oz. Sale

West Bend
Stir Crazy
Corn Popper
Artomatizally stirs
and pops 2-6 qts.
of lugger fleffier
popcorn, cover flips over for
a :ening bowl.
6 qt. No. 5346
$2459
Sole
I

Pentel Rolling Writer
t Boll Point Pen Liquid Ink
.

F
Amid

bell pen, blue or block
no. R100 BP-A
93' Valve
Sale

29c
Scotch
Utility
Tape

vv,3-1

soli I 7
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Men's Walking
Shorts
By Hadway

on $599

99
$7
Only

Sizes 10-44

Men's Pullover
Shirts

Sizes 34-42
Several Colors
To Choose from

Men's Casual

Shoes
$21.99-$25.99

Reg.

By Sigallo
Reg. $6.99

$559

$
Now Only

1 900
I

Save Up To $6.99

59'

89

Crunder Martin
Typing Paper
25 sheets
No. 33390
39' Value

0)

Sale

%.,1for

Hilco Oil Lamp
13" hig* porcelain
dam base with
pewter finish burner,
reflector & bracket
glass chimney
No. NX-1110

Pentel Bravo Pencil
0.5 mm Writing Pencil
- sharp, precise lines
No. P24SBP
$1.911 Value
Sale

69'

Hershey Cdndy Bars
milk chocolate, milk
chocolate with almonds,
Kit Kart, Reese:, Peanut
Better cup, Whatchomecollit
',chop of 10

52" valve
Sale

5 Styles To
Choose From

Uncle JOf's Hardware
Red Oak
DecoPorch Swings
Marble
Chips

Stone

Marble
Chips
50 Lb Bag

'27"
4''25"
5'

With Hardwate

Large
Selection
of

2
"

Lawn
&
Garden
Lime

Flower Pots
All Sizes At

Discount Prices

3 Gallon
Polyethylent

Si 77

50 Lb. Bag
I•
s

$699

1 Style Only

lotion enriched
white, brown, blue, gold

29'

Ladies Pull On
Knit Pants

Sale

iergens Liquid Soap

regular role
size 10"' X 8"
No. 8164 100 :beets

Sale

Sale119°

Off Mac Seg. Rotel Pries

Cosmos Loose Leaf
Filler paper

Just Arrived For Spring

Kills germs that
cause bad breath
Giant bottle 32 oz.

Toni
Home Perm

By Landmark
reg. $8.99

Save $2.00

Listerine
Antiseptic

89 _

Boy's Shirts

Now On Sale
1 Style Only

Gillette Trac II
Cartridges
$ 19
sa• Package of 5

Pepto Bismol

Special Selection

$599

Sale

Ban Roll-On
Ressler 8,

1\11

56

By Wye Oaks
Reg. $7.99

U

$1 87

Compressed
Air Sprayer

$28"
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General Assembly considers repeal of fair trade liquor law
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The repeal of
Kentucky's fair-trade law
on liquor is part of yet
another measure being
considered by the 1982
General Assembly as a
means of raising money.
The fair-trade repeal is
a provision of a liquor-tax
proposal originally offered by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. That proposal
underwent another series
of changes Tuesday, but
legislators indicated that
the latest version probably would not be the
final one.
The fair-trade law
establishes a price floor
on wholesale and retail
sales of all alcoholic
beverages except beer.
The pricing arrangement
is made within the industry rather than by the
state.

Opponents of the law ••••iricrease.
maintain that it results in
The administration
artificially higher prices, projected increased
while advocates claim it revenues of some $11.4
stabilizes the industry million would result from
and promotes improved tax collections.
temperance.
Subsequently,
A version of the tax bill however, the House of
approved by the Senate Representatives changed
Appropriations and Brown's plan — retaining
Revenue Committee in- the provision for all colcluded a number of other lections at the wholesale
points, among them a 10 level but increasing the
percent wholesale tax on tax to 15 percent.
all liquor to replace an
According to House
existing 5 percent tax on projections, the changes
retail package sales, the
retention of an existing 5
percent tax on retail bythe-drink sales and a
greater tax break for instate breweries.
As originally proposed
by the governor, a 10 percent wholesale tax would
have replaced all existing
retail taxes and would not
have resulted in an actual

would have brought the
state some $37.4 million
ui new money each year.
The Senate appropriations panel estimated
that its version of the tax
would generate between
$35.5 million and $42
million a year in additional revenue.
Kentucky's liquor industry has been vocal in
its opposition to the
House-passed version of
the tax, and its representatives appeared no more

mittee.
Williams has said that
he was not inclined to
take it up, and that enforcement of current law
would be "more than adequate to correct the situation."
"That doesn't leave us
many options," said
Lackey, who met with the
governor Tuesday to
discuss the bill's fate.
He said Williams "has
told me,and he's made no
bones about it, that he has
some serious reservations about the bill."
The bill would require
first-offenders to spend at
least two days in jail, and
would also increase fines
for drunken driving and
set tougher penalties for
repeat offenders.
Williams has been
under pressure from supporters of the bill. But he
has said the mandatory
jail sentence would be too
harsh, comparing it with
penalties for "robbers,
rapists and drug dealers
... It's not mandated that
they go to jail."
He said the bill lacks
flexibility in the event
that a first-offender
might not deserve imprisonment.
But Lackey said, "It's a
doggone shame, when it
passes one house 33-3 and
you really think it's sailing and, in essence, one
person snuffs it out."
If the committee does
not act on the bill, options
include a discharge petition to take it from the
committee, which requires the signatures of
25 House members and
which Lackey called
"very unlikely."

Thebargain
waterheateryouine
considering may
notbeabargain
afterall.
Bargain water heaters cost
more to operate because
they're less efficient in the
heating cycle They're also
less efficient in retaining
heat. And heat loss is dollars
out of your pocket.
That's not true with a
Conservationist° electric
water heater. The initial
cost is a few dollars more,
yes. But they're less
expensive in the long run
because they're far more
energy efficient . thanks to
double density insulation
and many other energy
saving features.
If you want more reasons
why a Conservationist
water heater should be your
number one choice in water
heaters, call us today

A.O. Smith Conservationist® Water Heaters.
The investment that works

Murray Supply
201 f
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Limit 1
Save 50'
With $10.00 Or More Purchase
Excluding Dairy & Tobacco Products Drinks On Special

Prices Good 3-24 Thru 3-30

Martha White
Plain or Self Rising

Flor-O-Rich
Magic One

Milk
1 99
Flar-O-Rich
Cottage Cheese
24 Oz. $1.39

4.Q
Campbe
plls Cream of Chicken ?
I

Sou

Save 17' 10 oz. 4.7

Wheaties Breakfast of Champions
...
.
ve 201
Cereal Sa
Bakers Angel Flake

_g
47

49

Save 20' 14 Oz. Bag

:::1:440 1

Hershey's Chocolate

1

Hormel Deviled

Prairie

3oz. Can Save 17'
teps Savg.40'

$149
Dog Food ...2suAllog *a

pv,
.2,8,3y22g.wowsh
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'
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t

Gal. Pail

.
1kiitat.
a '

2/69`

Hyde Park Long Grain
Lb. Bag
Save

r

Rice

$299

:
,
az. 4i.,

2/89c

Spam

Forms

•• Ice
Cream
.
79c

$1 19

Coconut
Syrup

1

*7951-00

*

..-

41
.,.•ContactSevere Cold

4

R.C., Diet Rite,
New
R.C. 100

$169

Formula
Reg.$2.79Save 1.101°"'sides
Stri-Dex M
Medicated

C010 &

Pods

1179

42Pods

Reg. S1.87Save 68'

59c
$7

8oz.

99

gal.

Over 375 Winners
In Super Grocery Giveaway

MEAT DEPT.

FROZEN

99C

Totino Asstd. Flavor

Gov't. Graded

Pizza
Fryers
Strawberries. 1...69`
Topping
69' Steak
Reg. Size

^e,•-•

Frosty Acres Riad

Whole Only Lb.

Frosty Whip Dessert

Lean rood*,Pork

8as.

$719

Frosty Acres Cream Style

Corn

Lb.

Field's Boneless

Field's Sliced

Picnics

Bologna
$129

$759
Lb.

1 Lb. Pkg.

Leon Meaty Boston Butt,.

PRODUCE

Pork P.
Roast

New Green

6.19`
6/$1 Bacon
$1 19
3/$1

Cabbage

Field's Finest
Sliced 720z. Pkg.

Texas Ruby Red

Grapefruit
Fancy

Cucumbers
Oranges.

$1 59
5 Lb. Bog

753-3361

4.

•

Field's
Metzger's Chunk

Brounschweiger

79C

Fresh Lean

-

4111,1116;

dustry representatives to
offer a proposal that they
believed would be more
equitable than those being considered.
The Lexington
Democrat, architect of
the Senate version, then
won the approval of his
colleagues to send the
substitute to the full
Senate with the
understanding that it
would be returned to the
panel after the industry's
proposal is submitted.

SUPER MARKET

_

OPY AVAILABLE

because of decreased
sales and that it would
result in higher consumer
prices.
The industry witnesses
generally acknowledged
the state's need for additional money, however,
and the inevitability of increased liquor taxes to
provide at least part of it.
Sen. Michael R.
Moloney,chairman of the
appropriations committee, took note of the
remarks and asked in-

Margarine

State hunts mines
FRANKFORT, Ky. ,Environmental Protec(AP)— Residents of Ken- 'lion said hundreds of such
tucky's coal mining coun- sites were reported last
ties are being asked to year, but that some
help the state locate dangerous places may
potentially dangerous have been missed.
abandoned mine sites.
Location of sites is the
The Department of first step in getting funds
Natural Resources and to reclaim the areas.

Shaikun also told the
committee that, "We are
the whipping boys in this
session as far as taxes
are concerned."
The General Assembly
has overlooked increasing taxes on cigarettes or
soft drinks and have "put
the whole burden on one
industry," he said.
Other witnesses told
the committee that the
proposed tax system
would not generate the
expected revenue

Blue Sonnet

Drunk bill held up
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Backers of a
drunken-driving bill that
would jail first-offenders
said they would try today
to persuade a committee
holding the bill to release
it.
"We're running out of
time," Sen. Henry
Lackey, D-Henderson,
sponsor of the so-called
"slammer" bill, said
Tuesday.
He said the effort would
come at a meeting of the
House Judiciary Criminal Committee,
which has had the
measure since last Thursday.
"We're going to be
there — I, and the attorneys that drafted it,
and representatives of
the state police and the
Transportation Department and probably the
MADD organization,"
Lackey said.
Mothers Against Drunk
Driving is among the
groups supporting the
measure, Senate Bill 93.
It also is backed by Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr.
"All lam asking is that
it be heard," lackey
said.
Rep. Aubrey Williams,
D-Louisville, the committee chairman, opposes
the bill, and said it was
not on the agenda for today's meeting.
He said Lackey's group
may be heard "if there is
time." But as for action
on the bill, Williams said,
"I don't foresee it."
The bill passed easily in
the Senate, 33-3, and went
to the House. But there
has been no action since it
reached Williams' com-

pleased Tuesday with the
Senate committee's plan.
Leon Shaikun of the
Kentucky Retail Liquor
Association testified that
the repeal of the fairtrade law would drive
smaller retailers out of
business.
"If you take away fairtrade," he said, "you'll
be concentrating
business in the larger
chains" which could then
set whatever price they
desired.

Ground Beef

$729
1 Lb.Pk!.

I

19

,•

NI

Wieners

xreis...-

Lb.

Family Pack
3Lb. or More

a
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Murray State Dance Theatre gives'Premiere Performance'
formance" Tuesday night
By Sandy Miller
in the Robert E. Johnson
Guest Writer
The Murray State Theatre in the Price
University Dance Doyle Fine Arts Building.
The program began
Theatre gave its
'•Premiere Per- with a lecture demonstra-

tion improvisation by tionary exercises,
Kathy Charles, director, Charles explained the
and the sixteen dancers concepts of weight,
who comprise the dance balance, energy, and
theatre. As the dancers alignment that are the
repeat rigorous sta- backbone of Dance as an

Panel to oversee soles from elevators
HENDERSON, K y
(AP) — Sorting out the
numerokejeims against
the financially ailing
Wathen's Elevators Inc.
will take a long time, a
lawyer for the firm
predicts.
Lawyers for many of
the parties involved met
Tuesday to draft a new
court order which would
allow grain on hand at the
grain storage facility to
be sold under the direction of a three-member
oversight panel.
Underlying the compromise, however, is a
claim by a Chicago bank
of nearly $2 million. Virtually nothing can be
done until the claim of the
Harris Bank and Trust
Co. is settled because it
holds warehouse receipts
on all of the grain stored
at the facility.
The financial problems
of the grain storage facility came to light about two
weeks ago when checks
issued to area farmers

for their grain could not
be cashed because of insufficient funds.
Morton Holbrook, an
Owensboro lawyer who
represents the firm and
its owners, Richard and
Robert Wathen, said the
company's problems
stem from a corn deal
that went sour.
,There followed a rush
by farmers to file legal
claims against the firm.
Thus far, about 75
farmers representing
some 50 different operations in five western Kentucky counties have filed
suits seeking almost $10
million in compensatory
and punitive damages.
More lawsuits are expected.
When the first suit was
filed, Henderson Circuit
Judge Carl D. Melton
issued a restraining order
preventing Wathen's
Elevators from doing any
business.
Tuesday's meeting was

the latest of many attempts to settle on an
alternative to that order
to allow the grain on hand
at the elevators to be
sold. The money would be
kept by the court pending
a final disposition of the
case.
Melton threw a monkey
wrench into that when he
excused himself from the
case Tuesday. Christian
Circuit Judge J. Thomas
Soyars has been appointed to hear the case.
There are many questions to be answered.
According to Holbrook,
claims of farmers who
were given worthless
checks and those whose
grain is at the elevators
but who have not yet
received checks amount
to nearly $5 million.
Wilson indicated that
none of the grain on hand
could be sold unless the
Harris bank is
guaranteed that its claim
will be settled first.
Holbrook admitted that

all of the grain at the
elevators is covered by
warehouse receipts held
by the bank.
But there are questions
about how much grain is
actually on hand. Three
different reports indicate
there is from $100,000 to
more than $800,000 less
grain on hand than indicated by invoices.
,"We don't have any
idea how much grain
there is there," Holbrook
said.
Some other farmers
say they have submitted
written requests to
reclaim their grain at the
storage facility and want
to do that before any of it
is sold.
Richard Wathen has
said he wants to sell the
entire operation in order
to settle debts.
Holbrook was not optimistic about a quick settlement to the problem. It
will be "months,at least"
before anyone gets their
money,he predicted.

Bill requires child restraints in autos
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Child restraints
would be required in
automobiles for children
under 40 inches tall under
a bill that has passed both
the House and Senate.
However, there would
be no penalties for noncompliance under an
amendment attached to
the bill by the House
Tuesday before it was
passed.
The bill, which passed
the Senate with provisions for fines for persons
who didn't comply with
the law, initially came up
in the House last week.
An amendment removing the penalties was approved at that time, but
some members then
questioned if the House
hadn't inadvertently
made the penalties stiffer.
Rep. Raymond
Overstreet, R-Liberty,

said that there is a
general statute setting
penalties for any law that
doesn't contain specific
penalties. Those
penalties, he said, were
stronger than in the
original Senate bill.
The House approved
another amendment
Tuesday that said
specifically that there
would be no fines for
violation of the law.
The measure, which
passed 71-46, now goes
back to the Senate for
concurrence in the
amendment.
The House rejected two
other amendments — one
requiring that 'tate
police carry child
restraints in their
cruisers to give to people
cited for not having
restraints, and another
requiring troopers to
drive their cruisers with
their headlights on.

Another bill going back
to the Senate would require that a student from
one of the state supported
universities be included
as a voting member of the
Council on Higher Education.
The House placed the
student-member
amendment on a Senate
bill expanding the size of
the Council on Higher
Education to include a
member appointed by the
General Assembly and to
require geographical
distributkn of council
members.
The amendment, which
had been defeated in the
Senate, was approved on
a voice vote. The amended bill then passed 78-10.
The House passed 57-19
and sent to the Senate a
bill to require that
medical information on
an adopted child's
biological parents be

made available to the
adoptive parents.
The bill had been
amended in committee to
remove provisions that
would have allowed an
adopted person, when he
or she became 18, to find
out the identity of his or
her natural parents.
The House defeated 4644 a bill that would have
removed restrictions on
banks establishing branches in other cities that
contain the principal offices of another bank.
The House also
defeated, for the second
time, a measure that
would have extended the
mechanics' lien to rented
equipment.
The bill was defeated
by one vote Friday, but
the House agreed Monday to reconsider the bill.
However, after extended
debate, the measure was
again defeated, this time
43-38.

Green awarded national journalism scholarship
Lisa Cannon Green, a
senior at Murray State
University from Kuttawa, has been awarded a
$1,500 national journalism scholarship for
the 1982-83 academic
year.
Green, who presently is
editor in chief of the Murray State News, the campus newspaper, was
awarded the scholarship
by the Gannett Foundation of Rochester, N.Y.
The award was one of 24
given nationally for
various levels of study.
Green is married to
Murray artist Bob Dale
Green, also a native of

Kuttawa. She is the Walter L. Cannon of Kutdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. ta wa and is a 1979
graduate of Lyon County
High School.
A former editor for her
high school yearbook,
Mrs. Green also worked
for the Herald-Ledger in
Eddyville. At Murray
State, she has been editor
of the Campus newspaper
since August.

Lisa Cannon Green

Other positions with the
Murray State News Mrs.
Green has filled include
news editor, campus life
editor, staff writer and
advertising salesman.
Her campus activities
include serving as presi-

dent of the university
chapter of Sigma Delta
Chi, Society of Professional Journalists;
membership in Alpha Chi
national honor society
and Lambda Iota Tau
honorary literary society.
She was also named
outstanding sophomore
and junior in journalism.
Green has maintained
a 3.96 overall grade point
average and a 4.0 standing in journalism
courses. She plans to
complete requirements
for a bachelor of arts
degree in journalism and
English and graduate in
May 1983.

art form. Next, an actual
improvisation took place
on stage as the dancers
divided into three groups
and responded, in movement, to cue words from
Charles — "round,"
"slow," "frenzied." It is
explained that this exercise builds group experience, group energy,
and awareness of movement through space. This
behind the scenes glimpse of a dancer's preparation is not only an educational device, but it also
eases the audience out of
day to day life and into
the magic of dance and
theatre, Charles said.
At that point, the
dancers exited stages left
and right and changed into costumes appropriate
for the first piece, "Fast,
Short, Free, Spunky, and
a Little Excited." All sixteen dancers performed
as a group in this fastpaced, energetic dance
choreographed by
Charles. Here we saw the
lessons of the exercises
and improvisations
unified in an expression
of childlike delight and
mischief. The stage
cleared for the next
dance, and the deep blue
lighting sets a sultry,
steamy mood for
"there's-gotta-be-someplace-bette
r-than-this," a Tom Waits
song set to dance by Bonnie Hill and Elizabeth
Whitmer. These dancers
showed that two people
can "fill the stage" with
as much electricity as
sixteen as they invite the
audience to feel city summer heat and experience.
The mood no
swings
from sweaty to silly as
trenchcoated Linda Ellis,
Rene Fraser, Angie
Deaton, and Laura Ellis
swaggeringly interpret
Henry Mancini's "Peter
Gun Theme." Here we
seen the comic side of
dance in a piece that
makes use of visual and

spatial surprises, combining still sillhouetted
background positions
with foreground solo
stints. The next two
pieces "Lazy Bones" and
"Reflections" are both
choreographed by Beverly Peeler, artistic consultant for the Dance
Theatre. Kimalyn Dever,
Rene Fraser and Bonnie
Hill evoked a sleepy,
yawning mood under hot
red lights in the former,
while Laura Ellis,
Patricia Meyer, and
Ginger Mitchell work
against a cool blue light
in a beautiful flowing intepretation of a Tim
Weisburg waltz in the latter. There is a very interesting mood, costume,
and temperature transition in these dances and
both are clean and simple
expressions of two very
different ideas. Lastly,
the stage darkens — a
black back curtain is
drawn. But, — surprise,
this dance is a jazzy,
lighthearted battle of the
sexes choreographed and
performed by Robbie
Baker and Angie Deaton.
The MSU Dance
Theatre originated in the
fall of 1981 when sixteen
dancers were chosen
from over thirty auditioners. The Dance
Theatre is a three hour

credit course offered in
the Departmeut of
Speech and Theatre at
MSU. The dancers are
given a great deal of artistic liscence in that they
choose and choreograph
their own pieces, and not
only perform, but specify
costumes, lights, and
stage effects. This offers
a dance as well as a
theatre experience.
There are other dance
courses offered at MSU in
both Speech and Theatre
and the Physical Education Departments, but the
Dance Theatre class offers the dancers the opportunity to evolve as a
group and explore
creative movement
beyond ordinary
classroom work.
Charles, felt the MSU
Dance Theatre class has
realized its goals, and
that it has harmonized into a nice blend of talent
and ideas. It began in
January; the dancers
met once a week for two
hour sessions and worked
on both technique and improvisational skills. The
class was geared toward
performance, but the
means to that end was to
develop each dancer's
personality as it related
to the group, and to take
the creative information
learned through im-

provisatiotnend turnd into the message or idea
they wanted to get
across. The elasticity of
this kind of class allowed
the dancers to realize
their own feeling and
respect for movement,
and to build their own artistic confidence. What is
important in this performance is the expression of ideas and human
experience. That is what
is important in any art
form. Technical
achievements are merely
the tool by which the artist expresses his or her
ideas. The MSU Dance
Theatre's "Premier Performance" was fun and
refreshing because it was
original, and because the
dancers all worked
together, as a group, to
make the separate pieces
form a unified whole.
Lighting director, Bill
Peeler, and student production crews also worked long hours with the
dancers to make the production successful.
Auditions will again be
held in the upcoming Fall
Semester for the 1983
MSU Dance Theatre. For
more information, contact the Department of
Speech and Theatre in the
fall for information concerning audition and performance dates.
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GRAND OPENING
SALE AT
Ning's Ben
Bel-Air Center
Now under new management
Don & Saundra Edwards
invite everyone to
drop by!
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Physician heals others and herself, too

"I kind of feel that's a
Fraaces Drake
little ace up my sleeve."
Mary Smith has wanted
FOR THURSDAY,MARCH 25, 1962
to be a doctor since she what btad of day will tame. an eye to improving your
was a 12-year-old in row be? To find oni what the retirement picture.
Jenkintown, a stars say, read the forecast LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
gives for your birth Sign.
Philadelphia suburb.
Satisfy a friend's need for
it was really corny. I ARLE;s
by
read about Tom Dooley ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) er
#CA
adventure
"nettling
could
Edginess
innew together.doingig
towards
and Albert Schweitzer The ability to see things lead to „
quarrels
and thought that was the large helps you now. Act nio,tfau.
really great," she says, on long-range plans, but avoid''
referring to doctors noted initiating friction with close SCORPIO
(Oct.Z3 to Nov. 21)
ties after dark.
for their work in remote TAURUS
Innovative methods bring
parts of Asia and Africa. ( Apr. 20 to may 20)
financial gains. Begin new
— It's not been A new approach brings sue- work projects, but don't bring
something that's been eels in the completion of un- office problems borne with
easy to give up. Even finished tasks. Don't push you. Know when to rest.
ijriep
now, this is an experi- beyond your limits or you'll SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22to Dec.21) "
ment. I don't know how become imPatient.
long I'll be able to per- GEMINI
out
Elci
. Plan
tingto
intr°ducti
morens
fun
cw
9
.now
Ma 21 to June 20) 111
sist," she says of her(y
friend has some new of life! Seek new avenues of
A
close
return to work. "But I
entertainment. A friend is
best in- en
and
toreats to
can't imagine myself do- ldens
New in- very competitive.
ing anything else."
troductions are exciting. CAPRICORN
The work takes its toll. Avoid jealousy in romance. (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Nitt
Take an inventory of your
Aci L...4
She tires quickly, must CANCER
limit her walking, must (June 21 to July 22) yGrir.-.4, possessions. You may run
live with a family who A surprising career develop- across something that is more
than you realize. Accan ease the , burden of ment works to your advan- valuable
tage. Don't be a stick-in-the- cent domesticity.
only
chores.
She
daily
mud. Be willing to take a AQUARIUS
=
recently stopped walking chance on your mare.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
with a cane.
Impromptu meetings are
.
_II
,..
0
0
LEO
"I'm still trying to deal (July 23 to m*.22) yowl% Likely to be fun-filled. make
with the limitations," she A surprise invitation for important phone calls and atsays. "If I don't do travel or good times will prove tend to correspondence. Don't
anything, if I rest a lot, I stimulating. Some meet a new argue needlessly.
might feel better romantic interest- Don't argue PISCES
.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) )(C
evening•
ll ato
physically. But I'll also im
An unexpected financial opfrustrated
and
quite
feel
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) IIP%. portunity comes your way.
not feel I have much of a you may hear of a good real present original ataas to
purpose in the life that I estate venture. Review your higher-ups. Avoid engagingengagingin
have."
overall security program with fights about money.

handle it," she says.
When it seems very real
to me — when I'm having
a lot of problems — it's
much more difficult for
me to sit back and talk
about it.
For although the drugs
she must take are causing fatinue, cataracts,
bone brittliness, hip pain
and muscle weakness,
Dr. Smidh is in a "stable"
phase. She's had six months without a major setback. She returned to
work at Harrisburg
Hosital in January on a
part-time basis.
She's involved with
wife, and perhaps that
distance allows her do be
philosophical. While not
entirely "squared away,"
she seems comfortable —
even comforted — by the
thought of death. It's a
hedge against suffering.
"Knowing it's not going
to be forever makes it
easIer to BeAr. It nives
you hope, in a way," she
says. "At least it's not going to last another 50
years."
She giggles suddenly
and reaches out to touch
the reporter's arm, her
layered brown hair falling over the pink
turtleneck she wears
under her white coat.

-1 couldn't have decid(EDITOR'S NOTE —
Mary Smith is a physi- ed anything else. I didn't
cian concerned also with want to die."
Mary ;Smith received
healing herself. She
began that process more the heart of a stroke victhan two years ago — tim on Dec. 15, 1979, at
receiving a heart the Medical College of
transplant. It hasn't stop- Virginia Hospital in Richped her from continuing mond, Va. She was 28
to work to heal others. years old.
Now, she recites surHere, she talks candidly
about what it's like to live vival statistics as if they
were baseball scores.
on "borrowed time."
There are only about
100 transplant patients
By JILL LAWRENCE
Associated Press Writer alive worldwide. Sixty to
HARRISBURG, Pa. 70 percent live for a year.
(AP) — She looks like any It's "unusual" for people
other medical resident, a to live beyond five years.
small, thin, white- One person lived for 13
jacketed figure scurrying years. The longest span
through the hospital for a Richmond patient
halls, stethoscope and has been nine years.
beeper spilling from her
"Death is not the
bulging pockets.
ultimate enemy," she
But Dr. Mary Smith is says in the reflective tone
different.
of someone who has
She's living on borrow- thought about the subject
ed time With a at length.
transplanted heart.
"The fear of death is
Her own heart became not as upsetting to me as
diseased beyond repair the fear of being disabled,
when, as a third-year of experiencing a lot of
medical student, she con- pain and isolation. That
tracted a virus from a pa- to me is much worse. You
tient.
don't suffer when you're
"The only way I could dead."
anticipate survival at all
It's almost reassuring
was if I had a heart
hear that Dr. Smith
to
transplant done," she
always so calm and
isn't
her
matter-of-factly,
says
gaze steady behind large casual about death.
"I vary in how I can
horn-rimmed glasses.
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HIGH FASHION — The pleat look is shown in this
bronze evening gown by Krizia, part of her fall
winter 1982-1983 collection. The collection was
presented in Milan Thursday evening during the
Italian ready-to-wear fashion week.
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At the movies

by Kent Forrester
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Tattoo is cheeky film
Maud Mama does a
pretty good job in Tattoo
for a woman with high
cheek bones.( Of course,
she's only average for
non high cheek-boned
women.) She plays a
model (naturally) who
is kidnapped and drugged by a psycho tattoo artist; when she awakes,
she discovers that she is
covered with garish,
permanent tattoos.
(How would that be for a
morning shock?)
The psycho, of course,
is Bruce Dern, who has
little beady eyes and a
slit for a mouth.
Because of those
features, he - has been
typecast his entire
career as a psycho. In
real life, asI read in my
running magazines,
Dern is a dedicated jogger. What he is in Tattoo
is an obsessively clean,
tattooed pervert whose
specialty is voyeurism.
This connection between cleanliness and
perversion has always
worried me. I try not to
wash my hands too
much in public.
The final scene of the
movie shows two heavily tattooed humans, one
with high cheek bones
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and one with beady
eyes, writhing on one of
those Japanese mats.
It's an interestinglooking sight.
I think the movie had
a message. Every now
and then Bruce Dern
babbles about tattoos
and human needs, but I
didn't know what he was
talking about.
I wasn't much interested in the movie. I
liked the inside stuff
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there wasn't enough of
it. There's plenty of
Maud Adams' pictured
skin on display, but as I
say, high cheek-boned
women have never been
a turn-on for me.
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about tattooing, but

GAMES PEOPLE PLAY
SANTA CLARA, Calif.
(AP) — Adults as well as
children helped make
home video games a
billion dollar industry in
1981, according to a
designer of video game
cartridges.
While some two-thirds
of the sales of such games
involved teenagers and
children, the other third
of the households acquiring the video cartridges
had no young offspring at
all, says Activision President Jim Levy.
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Hospital reports admissions, dismissals
Adults 153
Nursery 4
3-1842
New Born Admissions
Cathy Potter and baby
boy, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Rebecca Belcher and
baby boy, 1022
Chickasaw, Paris, Tenn.,
Kimberley Hicks and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Benton.
Dismissals
Donna F. Scott, 95
Riviera, Zachary D.
Williams, 1100 Sycamore
St., Clyzell L. Falwell, Rt.
2, Hazel, Wildie Graves
Hillman, Rt. 5, Hazel H.
Fulton, Rt. 7, Virginia L.
Knott, Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn.
Marcella Tate, Rt. 2,
Paris, Tenn., Tina
Michelle Evitts, Rt. 1,
Palmersville, Tenn.,
Hubert C. Pittman, New
Concord, Candace M.
Seavers, Rt. 2, Water
Valley, Tasmon Kenneth
Hale, Rt. 2.
Charles Edward Jones,
1713 Ryan, Kermit Smith,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Neil C.
Brown, 1301 Kirkwood,

Willie Mae Redden, Rt. 7, Vivian Regina Hudspeth,
Frocy Ellen Hodges, Rt. 200 Cross St., Gwyn B.
4.
McNutt, 210 Fairview,
Wright D. Hainley, Rt. Paris, Tenn.
2, Springville, Tenn., ParNancy Gail Jetton, 112
vin L. Adams, Rt. 3, Crestview Circle, Paris,
Cleatous E. Enoch, Rt. 7, Tenn., Betty J. Johnson,
Johnnie A. Wyatt, Rt. 1, Rt. 8, Sidney E. Pritchett,
Almo, Silas I. Futrell Rt. 1, Dexter, Linda L.
( Expired, Rt. 8.
Fennell, 502 South Sixth
St., Connie Dee Lamb,213
Adults 143
Irvan, Mary E. Renfroe,
Nursery 8
Rt. 5, Davy H. Hopkins,
03-19-82
223 South 12th St.
New Born Admissions
Kenneth K,Knipp,P.O.
Renee Ballard and Box 1053, Mary B.
baby girl, 414 South 10th Hopkins, Rt. 8, Bessie C.
St.
Hamlett, Fern Terrace
Nancy French and Lodge, Madeline A.
baby girl, Rt. 6, Mayfield. Jones, Rt. 2, Hazel, Ocie
Theresa Cates and C. Diuguid, 104 South 10th
baby girl, Box 194, St., Homer R. Maptin, Rt.
Sedalia.
2, Dover, Tenn., Robert
Ella Austin and baby B. Geurin, Rt. 5.
girl, C4 Southside Manor.
Pearl E. Brandon, Rt.
Dismissals
1, Hazel, Lue C. Suiter,
Gary Lynn Douglas,805 314 Irvan St., Mae N.
Harding Ct., Fulton, Goodwin, H-3 Southside
James David Garrison, Manor, Grover C.
1604 Kirkwood, Hilton L. Charlton, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Hale, 900 Coldwater Rd., Tenn., Eloise M. Sykes,
Parvin Hill, Rt. 1, Dexter, 1606 Locust Dr., Grace
Floy Nell Hardison, Rt. 3, Elizabeth Wynn, Rt. 4,
Ann Gassell, Rt. 2,
Gilbertsville.
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The Honest Way!

WANT A'VIM CAKE' CALL US'
PHONE

We are not "Fly-ByMighters- only in town
overnight to take your
money. We've been trusted
in Paducah for 69 years.

Geld Stomped
100(-141(-111R-725
Ch••••,
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X

Ibis Rd Owl

Adults 128
Nursery 9
03-2042
New Born Admissions
Sheryl Jones and baby
girl, Cr 282, New Concord.
Carmen Garland and
baby boy, Rt. 5.
Dismissals
Teresa June Duncan,
Rt. 2, Louis Steven Lyons,
Rt. 1, Almo, David L.
Pace, 1306 Story Ave.,
Kimberley Jean Hicks,
Rt. 1, Benton, Patrick J.
Solomon, Rt. 7, Benton,
Keith L. Casey, 0124
Shady Oaks, Morgan D.
Hashemi, 1510 London
Dr.
Shannon L. Wheeler,
Rt. 6, Mayfield, Janice F.
Krizan, Rt. 1, Hazel, Billy
Ray Kail Jr., Rt. 3,
Fulton, Melinda Sharp,
Rt. 3, Benton, Barbara H.
Witte, Rt. 2, Abbie
Pauline Oakley, Rt. 2,
Cadiz, W. B. Outland, Rt.
5.
Charles Frankie Brandon, 507
Chestnut St.,
Clifford F. Rogers, E-17
Fox Meadows, Hollie A.
Alderdice, Rt. 8, Bernard
B. Welborn, C309 Richmond Dr., Clinton, Jennie
F. Williamson, Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn., James
Robert Ivey, Box 242,
New Concord, Clinton Edwards, Rt. 1, Dexter.
Rama E. Pierce, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Edna
Miller, 710 Vine St., Obid
D. Burkeen, Rt. 1, Almo,
Buford Downey, Rt. 8,
Alice Fleming, Fern Terrace Lodge, Loman M.
Cope, Rt. 1, Benton.

awe

Cski Of The II1Mk
ORME 211111111 CAKE$489

Sal

Adults 135
Nursery 8
03-21-82
New Born Admission
Rebekah Clapp and
baby girl, Rt. 7, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Rebecca J. Belcher and
baby boy, 1022
Chickasaw, Paris, Tenn.,
Cathy Lynn Potter and
baby boy, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Jennifer Ann French, Rt.
8, Robert J. York, Rt. 3,
Benton, Elli Moore, 307
North 10th St., Richard E.
Eckert, Cr Box 241113, New
Concord.
William Clay Elkins,
1311 Wells Blvd., Barry
Donelson, Rt. 6, Heather
M. Terry, Rt. 1, Cunningham, Adam Ankowski, 100 North 18th

St., Kenton Thomas
White, 1611 Locust, Lelia
M. Lawrence (Expired),
402 South Fourth St.,
Willie Ovid Suiter (Expired), Rt. 2.
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ATTENDS CONVENTION - Murray Lions Club members attending the District Convention are (from
left) Dr. Yancey Watkins, Dr. C.C. Lowry, Richard Jones,Paul Mansfield,International Director Bruce Murray, David Walker and Dr. Arvin Crafton.
(Photo by Kaye Peebles)

Choral students compete in solo contest
Calloway County High
Choral students participated in the Kentucky
Music E ducat ion
Association Solo and
Ensemble Contest on
Saturday, March 13 at
Murray State University.
Thirty-three superior
awards were earned by
choir students for their
performances. Receiving
superior ratings for solo
performance were, Lisa
Oswalt, Mark Willie,
Michael Bell and Donna
Ford.
Soloists receiving ex-

cellent ratings included
Leland Steely, Lisa Allen,
Patricia Pogue and
David Martin. Sarah
Elkins received a good
rating.
Calloway ensembles
which were awarded
superior ratings included;
Michael Bell, David
Martin, Mark Willie for
Boys Trio,
Lisa Allen, Donna
Ford, Laura Hopper, Lisa
Oswalt, David Martin,
Robert Leighton, Mark
Willie, Michael Bell for

Mixed Ensemble,
formance were;
Tonya M cCuist on ,
Leland Steely, Coleman
Teresa Jones, Clarissa Scott, Mark Willie, Tim
Thorn, Laura Hopper, McCoy, Michael Bell,
Tammy Jones, Lisa Robert Leighton, David
Allen, Lisa Oswalt, Don- Martin for Boys Ensemna Ford for Girls Ensem- ble.
ble.
Michele Cook, Tonya
Linda A hart, Lisa McCuiston, Rena Garner,
Gardner, Daniele Sarah Elkins, Barbara
Shipley, Terri Billington, Stone, Jean Thompson,
Dabbie Therrien, Debbie Patricia Pogue, Lana
Ingram, Gloria Holmes, Balentine for Girls
Jeanetta Guerin, Sandy Ensemble.
Hopkins for Girls Ensemble, Jr. Division.
The CCHS choirs are
Receiving excellent under the direction of
rating for ensemble per- Lavaughn R. Wells.

Middle schoolspeech team places fourth
in prose and McDougal.
Parker sixth overall in
duet acting.
Team's next competition
will be in the Regional
Tournament on March 2627 at Murray State. The
team is coached by
Patricia Lassiter and
Linda Feltner.

Twenty-eight members sweepstakes winners (storytelling), Marcia
of the Calloway Middle were Beaumont 180 Ford (prose), Timmy
School Speech Team par- points, Morton 150 points, Black (broadcasting),
ticipated in the JMC Harrison 122 points and Dena McClard, (prose)
Bluegrass Stakes Speech Calloway Middle 121 Natalie McDougal - Wendy Parker (duet acting),
Tournament on March 20 points.
Calloway Middle had Jodi Price - Deborah
in Lexington.
There were 18 schools seven students in the final Hopkins (duet acting).
competing with 475 con- round. They were as From these finalists Mctestants. The top four follows: Wendy Parker Clard placed fifth overall

Abba's Children dia Sonlight Inn

Another First From The
Leader In Home Alarms And
Wholesale Electric Supply.

FREE
ac

We're pry* SSA to $21.
per point for 1 /5 to 1 ct
lima*
IN pelts opals I carat

Open Daily 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

For

•• .

DIAMONDS
WANTID

LIONS MEET - The 43-E and 43-K District Lions Club Convention was held recently at Barkley Lodge.
Members of the two districts which include 62 local organizations heard speeches by Bruce Murray, International Director from Ontario, Canada and Murray attorney Sid Easley. In photo,from left, District Governor
George Netts, Bowling Green; Easley; Murray and District Governor Yancey Watkins, Murray.
(Photo by Kaye Peebles)
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Lovett Auditorium-Murray State University
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DEUCIOUS FOODS PREPARED
FRESH DAILY!
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SUNDAY, MARCH 28, 1982.2:30 P.M

new 79R is to first
smelts detector UL Listed
for use with a carbon zinc
battery. It his an improved deal chamber
ionizatioa sensor, a new
solid-state electronic
horn and s flashing LED
to haute that the battery is powering the
detector. It also has a
buttery monitoring circuit
which monitors both
voltage and internal impedance!

TICKETS 4.50 (Advance) 600 (At Door)
Tickets Available At M.S.U.
Paducah-Word of Truth
Mayfield Mid Continent Bapt. Book Store
Benton-The Answer
Murray-Chucks Music Store
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Big John Fried Chicken
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FRESH FROM BIG JOHN'S BRICK EVEN BAKERY •

$12.79
Wholesale
Electric Supply.
206 East Main

Myrrey, Ky.
t

753-8194
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Clothes should resistflame
By Dana Allen
Guest Writer
Statistics show each
year there are serious injuries incurred from
burns associated with
flammable fabrics.
The Consumer Product
Safety Commission has
set flammability standards for general wearing apparel, carpets,
rugs, mattresses and
children's sleepwear.
Flame retardant
finishes have been added
to the process of balancing utility, performance,
comfort, aesthetics and
price into manufacturing
clothing and to the protective function of home
furnishings.
Flame resistant fabrics
are able to resist igntion
better than ordinary
fabrics, however they are
not flame proof.

is found in the construction of the material, there
are some important factors to consider.
Lightweight, loosely
woven fabrics (such as
broadcloth in shirts) will
burn rapidly, while
heavy, tightly woven
fabrics such as denim)
will ignite less easily and
burn more slowly. Napped fabric (flannel for example) with air spaces
between the loose fibers,
will ignite faster than a
smooth surfaced
material like denim. A
high, fluffy pile will burn
faster than a low, close
knit pile.
Clothing which stands
away from the body is
more likely to serve as a
connector to a source of
ignition than a tailored or
close-fitting garment.
When flame resistance Loose-fitting design per-

Three types of flame
resistant fabrics are on
the market. - Fabrics to
which the chemicals are
applied to the outside of
each fiber after the fiber
is made. Included in this
type are cotton, nylon,
polyester and some
rayon. - Fabrics to which
the chemicals are mixed
with the fibers during the
manufacturing process.
Man-made fibers such as
rayon, acetate, triacetate
and polyester are included in this type. - Fabrics
to which no chemical has
been added. Flame
resistance is found in the
fiber or due to the fabric
construction.
Modacrylic, matrix,
nylon and polyester
fibers are part of this
group.

mits greater oxygen access which is necessary
to sustain combustion.
The most typical ignition source of upholstered
furniture appears to be
cigarettes. They can
smolder and later ignite
upholstered furniture.
Every textile product is
required to have a fiber
identification label.
Flame resistant fabrics
may require specialized
laundering procedures. It
is important to follow the
laundering instructions
so the flame resistance
will not be removed in
washing.
If your clothing should
catch fire, it is important
to remember not to run.
Running will only fan the
flames. Drop down immediately and roll to
smolder the flames.

Academy Award night to be a family affair

Help for hot flashes
Lawrencie E. Larhb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have found that menopausal
hot flashes are treated very
casually. Many people consider this a laughable condition. Several years ago I had
a mastectomy, radiation
therapy and chemotherapy.
The chemo stopped my menstrual periods. Because of
breast cancer I was advised
not to take estrogen. I tried
Bellergal, which didn't help.
I have severe and frequent
flashes during the day and
am awakened several times
during the night. A restful
night is a rarity. The embarrassment and discomfort of
suddenly having a flushed
face and perspiring body —
making one's clothing seem
to grow to the body plus giving one the feeling of being
unclean — certainly are not
amusing.
These hot flashes have
contributed greatly to an
unsatisfactory sex life and a
deteriorating marriage. Do
you find these complaints
common from "change of
life" women?
DEAR READER — They
are certainly not rare. Some
women sail through the
menopause without problems, usually because they
are producing enough estrogen from the adrenal gland
to help prevent sudden
changes in hormone levels.
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Identification
is important
ATLANTA (AP) — "In
conducting any type of
background check,
whether it's for an entrylevel or higher-echelon
job, the investigator
should be wary of accepting certain papers or
documents as valid identification," says an expert in the field.
Paul T. Hill, director of
investigations for Advance Security Inc., says
Social Security Cards are
not considered adequate
proof of identity because
they can be forged or additional Social Security
numbers can be obtained
rather easily.
"A driver's license is a
much stronger piece of
identification," he says.
Hilf also recommends
employers be careful
about accepting handcarried documents or
educational credentials
because, in many cases,
these papers can be forged. "Particularly for
higher-level jobs, education credentials should
always be verified, either
by lettOr, phone or personal tontact," he advises.

1PY AVAILABLE

Free
Convenient front drop-in
bobbin

SAVE $50
ONLY $239

834

One
Professional
To
Another
The Professional*Model 10
Sewing Machine from

SINGER
Model 10
Three different stitch types
•Sews at the rate of 1500
stitches per minute• Handles delicate synthetics to
lough vinyls•Trims and
sews at the same time•
Made for high-volume,
heavy-duly sewing•Portable and compact

SAVE $70- ONLY $369.50

SINGER Murray S.e-winiCente

--,,-,
514

I

Bel Air Center
Martel, Ky.
75 •
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9 to 6
Everyday Except Fri.
Et4.9tell

You do have some other raised a question in my body is kept very constant
problems that may be con- mind. Can the bloqd in the We call it the pH of the body
tributing to your hot flashes. overall system acquire acid- There is a chemical buffer
Night sweats and flashes do ity even though the stomach system in your body to keep
occur in other conditions and the digestive tract seem it in extremely narrow,
use.
besides the
to be entirely free of exces- limits. The main buffer is a
You mightentalkto your sive acid? How about using balance betw n sodium
doctor about trying some ordinary baking soda in bicarbonate anl carbonic
other newer methods to con- water? It seems to relieve acid. If the acidity of the
trol hot flashes that wail --tbe lassitude that occurs. I internal bed is changed
not pose the same risks am 12 years old so time is of even a littl , it can be fatal
A narrow level is mainestrogen might for you. :1111u1somm
tained regardless of the
Some doctors have reported
DEAR READER — What acidity in your stomach.
success in some cases using
progesterone, the other main happens inside your stomach
Sodium bicarbonate is
hormone produced by the and in the opening in the absorbed through the digesovary. It is not related to long digestive tube is quite tive tract and can affect the
cancer in any way. Others different from what occurs body's acidity. That is one
have had success with Inder- inside the body enveloped by reason it is not recommendal. It neutralizes the adrena- the skin and the lining of the ed for use as an antacid.
line effect that seems to be digestive tract — your Most antacids are not
involved in causing hot muscles, circulation and absorbed into your body and
vital organs.
flashes.
their effects are localized to
your digestive tract.
your
inside
acidity
inside
The
a
good
also
is
It probably
idea to avoid coffee, tea and
colas containing caffeine.
Caffeine increases the adrenaline response.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 5-12,
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS
Menopause, which may be
helpful. Others who want
HIGHWAY 121 NORTH FROM MURRAY
this issue can send 75 cents
sellwith a long, stamped,
addressed envelope for it to
Antiques — Collectibles
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
Furniture — Glassware
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
Dogs — Horses — Mules
DEAR DR. LAMB —
Your column on antacids
INDIVIDUALS,

FAIRGROUNDS FLEA MARKET
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STAND
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30 ACRES
FREE
PARKING

HOME
New address?
1
WELCOME WAGON'
can help you
feel at home.
Greeting new neighbors is a tradition with
WELCOME WAGON — "America's Neighborhood Tradition."
I'd like to visit you. To say "Hi" and
present gifts and greetings from community.
minded businesses. I'll also-present invitations you can redeem for more gifts. And
it's all free.
A WELCOME WAGON visit is a special
treat to help you get settled and feeling
more "at home." A friendly get-together is
easy to arrange. Just call me.
Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess
Mary
Hamilton
Asst
753-5570

LARGE CROWDS

Phone Days)
..$9s Hodge — 502-753-4669
MOTELS- --SW Colbert — 502-753-9729
Phone I Night)
t
1 George Hodge — 502-7534510
WEEKLY

MRERTISING
SECURED
IVILDING
A UNIQUE
SHOPPING
EXPERIENCE
RESTROOMS

Ingeborg King
Asst.
492-8348

GROUPS or
DEALERS

SHOWERS

OPENING DATES
APRIL 2-3-4, 1982
Murray. Kentucky 42071

OVER 100
INSIDE
STALLS
UNLIMITED
OUTSIDE
EVERY
FRIDAY,
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
INSIDE
STALLS
$600
PER DAY

First Come! First Served!
Unless Advanced Paid Reservations

MTSIDE
$350
PER DAY

f'Elif 4 1
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I Mt s.
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DArns

You Save A
PLUS
We Reserve the Right To
Correct Printing Errors
Food Stamp
Shoppers Welcome

E P ICES
TOTAL VALU
Save You Money!
Three Ways To

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES

Quantity Rights Reserved

-2- 3

Look for the RED TAG They indicate
°the items you buy the most often
that have actually been slashed to
the bare bone to save you money
everyday.

AND THAT'S HOW IT SHOt

f

Showboat•IS Os.4.-1

BONUS
BUYS

WEEKLY
SPECIALS

PORK
, BEANS

Look tor the BLUE TAG:They indicate
items that reflect our .,tremendous
buying power and fantastic manufacturer's allowances that bring you
extra values —
— Saving you even more money.\

Look for the bright YELLOW TAG.
These are our weekly adverttsed
specials we continue to bring you
super savings each week.

• Quality & Selection
• Old Fashioned Servic
• Carryout
• Clean Stores
• National Brands
• IGA Brands
• Everyday Low Prices
• Bonus Buys
• Advertised Specials

BONUS BUYS
Saving You Even
MORE Money!

8

Frozen
Pizza

_

r

IGA • 11 Oz.•Compare: Totino $I.1

ftia---zo

Stokely•SOSCan•Sew:Up to 20(

Vegetable
Oil

BISCUITS
o :•10%
dilck.SOUP

"BONUS BUYS"
Totino

99c

Pizzas

For

7

OB.

SALAD

DRESSING

Hungry Jack
Biscuit.sahrgP.9 Oz.

IGA •Compote: Crisco $2.51

_

MG•Qt.

Pillsbury• Buttermilk

Fruit.
Cocktail

BONUS BUYS

WI*

1GA•12 Oz.•T

1 Lb. Con Folgers

$259

Coffee

59;
'1 59

Gt.Size Tide

Detergent

$1"

Chicken

Noodle

10 Oz. Inst. Folgers
Compere: Mired,Whip 81.49

1

$399

Coffee

Big 48 Oz.

-•

stows Buys —

Bow Wow• 25 Lb.

379

Dog
,03 s,.0.
'
Food
'

!GA•4 Roll

$

BATHROOM

Up

-ISSUE

Liquid • 22 Oz.
Soy*: Up to 2.4C

$1

iqyuid
lo
j

Pepsi or
Diet Pepsi $

9

39

16 Oz.8 Pk.
Plus Dep.

Stokely•7Oz.

TOMATO SAUCE
iiffyi•$% Ox
CORNBREAD or
BISCUIT MIX

JUST PICKED PRODUCE
You Save Money...
PLUS • Freshness & Quality

Ready Mad.

Slaw
Mix ... 1 lb. pkg.

•Selection

• Our Personal Guarantee

7

Fresh
8 oz. Cup

AND THAT'S HOW IT SHOULD BE.

Mushrooms••
Texas•jib.Beg

$ I 49
Ruby Red
Grapefruit... I
Fresh - Snap

Pole
Beans

Lb.

79;

iCft7rnla60
Avocados .
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Alfalfa
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Soltior's Angol Flak,

Save 204 • 40 Os.

$ 1 49 I

Bisquick

With this coupon' Limit one per customer
Pricas good through Tues Morch 30 1982
No. 69'2
7GM1S
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I Service with a "Smile'

ds
Store Hours
Northside
Mon.-Sat.
7 a.m.-10 p.m.
Southside
Mon.-Sat.
7 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sunday
10 a.m.-7 p.m.

Prices
eciaIs

SHOULD BE..1P7-

Prices Good
March 24-30

TABLERITE MEATS
• Selection

• Reelean Pork

AND THAT'S HOW IT SHOULD BE.

Reei LANNI•Rib Half

limit one with ether ouschesest

SLICED INTO CHOPS
% PORK LOIN

7 Uz.• Save Up To 20C

89'
$1 09

Bugles
Snacks
Kraft• 170i.
w/FREE Popcorn

Caramels

Reel Leen•Sliced Into Chops

CROWDER PEAS
MN Can

Reelfoot•Chunk

Reelfoot

PORK

ork Liver
CHUNK

LIVER

New Item! Dover Farms

Whipped
Topping

melebeelli

w/Rool Cream ....8 Oz.

Lb.$ 1 29

Pork
Loin

4
1
/

Thin Sliced

Breakfast
Chops

Lb $

Loin End

1 39
Lb $.

Pork Loin
Roast

99it

'1 7

ClIsMI Oalyi•156 Os.

DOUBLE Q
SALMON

Country Style

Pork
Backribs

Lb $ 1 3

Reel Leen

Sis.1-101217k,

Center
Pork Chops..Lb.$ 1 68
Butterfly Cut• Boneless

Center Cut $1 99
Pork Chops.. Lb.

Limit2

oopenele=l-

Armour•3% Os.

•

10Lb.

Budget Busters

POTTED MEAT
Stokely•303Con

CUT BEETS

Smoked Jowl 10Lb.

$C90
Save$t00
Ihf

1011.
Pig Feet
Steak 101A.
Pork
Ubloy's
Beef Patties 10Lb.

$6190

iGA•Frozen•50z.

WAFFLES

JIM ADAMS IGA

!Leaded Fish
Sticks

There's One Near You!

16 oz pkg

Family Pak • Bacon
Slke41

$ 49

Smoked
Jowl

Taste 0 Sea

Cod
Fillets

Save 2.70 with
th•s• 6 Coupons

kites Angel flek••Save 706

oconut

rms92P
Baker's 12 oz. bag • Save 4414

99;
99 I I Chocolate Chipsono pea('memo,

14 et.beg
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oupon poor 41101,0 toes More h 30 1947
Ne, 6'01 111
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1111119111111
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Shrimp
Cocktail

Pre•sweeteneell•Save ils4C

Kool-Aid
With this t otipOn I

01,1”,11 (p11111 Ih111111lit"

IC.) $11

$249 I
big 10 cst
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Sliced
Bacon

19
pk g $2

rSiproxy • Sow* 29C
Tricrice
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Windex
With this coupon I Limit!Memoir customer.
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7011111 ,
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:710410888isf • t'll118r.T.--
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Ole cereitne

Treasure Isle•0 ot

Coupons

n

$ 1 59

Tast•0 Soo • Family Pak

'OPEN SUNDAY'

Pint

30 Save $3.40
$13

Sliced
Bologna

894

Big 4 Fish
Portions

Savo $2.30

Reelfoot• Old Fashioned

Taste OS..• 10 Os. Pkg

STRAWBERRIES

40160

Save $2.00

Bonus Buys

Seafood Savings
*ABA

U

memossummanirillossew."---

Aerosol Spray • Save 2gc

Endust

01

$139
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Personalities

First brick house still stands

2. Notice

This %impressive home,
with walls 13" thick, was
constructed of salmon
colored, square bricks
made in wooden molds
held together with
wooden pegs. Every sixth
row of bricks are darker
which tends to elongate
the house.
Each northern and
southern wall was built
with a chimney and there
are shallow closets on
either side with handturned walnut pegs for
hanging clothes. The
sidelights on either side
of the front entrance and
the light panel above the
front door have beautifully hand-carved mullions.
Formerly, a curved
driveway lined with
cedar trees led to the
house and shrubs brought
from Virginia were in the

By Marjorie M. Major

was built in 1839, it was
beautifully furnished
SECLUSAVAL - in a
with fine furniture, mirsecluded valley
rors, poster beds, pieces
Do you know the first
of pewter and brass and
brick home in Calloway
hanging oil lamps. It
County which is still stanmakes one wonder why
ding? Or do you know
this family endured the
what home in the county
travails of traveling from
had the first piano? Or
North Carolina to settle in
what home was made of
remote Kentucky. We can
bricks which were fired
only attribute it to the
in a kiln on the property?
American pioneer spirit.
The answer to all three
THE HAM LINS
questions is
Virginia Micheaux
SECLUSAVAL, the planHamlin had the first
tation home which was
piano in the county. It
built in 1839 on what is
was a heavy, rosewood
now Highway 280. The
square Grand made by
builder was Peter StainFischer. She was a fine
back Hamlin (1808-1891)
pianist and she also
who had migrated from
played the violin, organ
North Carolina with his
and zither. Some people,
wife Virginia and four
who had heard about her
children, and slaves to
piano and not ever having
help develop farming inseen one, knocked at her
terests. His stake of
door one day and said,
$5,000 from his father yard.
"Mrs. Hamlin, bring out
represented the major
The main body of the your piano and play for
cost of building the home. house is rectangular in us." She replied, "Come
The Kentucky Heritage shape and the stairway in, and I'll play for you."
Commission has has a fine handrail of She not only enjoyed
designated either applewood or reading and music but
SECLUSAVAL - Hamlin walnut with goose neck she was an avid corHouse "as a Kentucky and turned volute. The respondent. Mrs. Juliet
Landmark and deems it woodwork in the parlor is Coleman Hart, mother of
worthy of preservation." of cherry. When the house Dr. James Coleman Hart,
has in her possession a
letter written by Mrs.
Hamlin to Mrs. Hart's
mother. Peter and
Virginia Hamlin are the
great-grandparents of
3 Fur scarf
ACROSS
Mrs. Hart who has
1 Prepare a
Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
4 Edible
graciously made
table
rootstock
DCOU CCM MU available to me many
4 Implied
5 Encourages
CUM DOM IMO family records.
9 Tattered
6 SF's State
UUNDUE U
UUM
cloth
7 Suffix with
After the deaths of
DODO UMW
12 Actor
harp Of
Peter and Virginia
Wallach
violin
OCIODDIMIC UI
13 Confound
8 Older - I
DUCIUU ODD WOO Hamlin, their sons deed14 Time gone
am
UD MOM= BO ed SECLUSAVAL to their
9 Knocked
by
UM MO MUM]
15 Electrical
10 Mature
DU DOCCUCCO only sister Mary Macon
11 Deity
measure
Hamlin who had married
MOOD CUM
17 Hit lightly
16 Raise the
COG CU UOUVUU Dr. John Crockett
19 Parcels of
spirit
UL WOON 0312
18 Mods
land
MO UONO COM Braswell and they lived
21 Short sleep
home
there a number of years.
22 Entreaty
20 Notice
On
July 11, 1934 the
24 Dry, as wine 22 Schemes
uncle
49 Holy 26 Clever
23 Reasoning
38 Generated
52 Son of Adam Hamlin clan gathered in
29 Numbers
25 Type of
41 "Swan
reunion at the old home
54 Sole
game
lettuce
Lake,'' e g
55 Aries
then occupied by "Uncle"
31 Vast age
27 Thighbone
43 Soak
56 Guido note
Pink McCuiston. The
33 Scottish river 28 Rips
45 Shade trees 57 To and 34 Silver symbol 30 Number
47 Old
event was recorded in a
59 Time period
35 USNA grad. 32 Bow
Portuguese 60 Tear
newspaper article writ37 Cry
36 Famous
coin
63 Near
ten by Ma Hurt whose
39 Grad. degree
40 Penpoint
wife Mavis is also a
42 Pitcher part
great-granddaughter
.
44 Hesitate
Others are Mrs. Jesse
46 High rock
48 Miss Mundy
Johnson, Mrs. Joe
50 Slender
Parker, Mrs. Sonny
fishes
Parkhill, Mrs. Rosella
51 - Etats
Unis
Henry, Mrs. Corinne
53 Body of
Henry McNutt, Mrs. Hatsoldiers
tie Laura Holton Mc55 Comfort
58 Deer's horn
Connell, Mrs. Robert
61 Pub offering
Holton Maughs, Mrs. An62 Spoor
na Dills Holton Koncel
64 Silkworm
65 Small rug
and Mrs. Juliet Holton
66 Ardently
Cooper. On into the next
67 Weaken
generations are descenDOWN
1 Black Of Red
dants too numerous to
2 Shade tree
mention here.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

kavous Frown

2. Notice
Antiques
We Igiy

$ Soll
Come by end see 'or
Vanes

MAIN

STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES
Economically

Priced Autos
Check Our
Classified
Section

Mihilray
Ledger
& Times
NILE CALL
Determining oar
stroarb • 759-4444.
asikiron's Story •
759•4445.
We will stretch and
your
afrome
.needlework.

Carter Studio
300 Maim

753 8298

6. Help Wanted

Need two good
people in Murray
to service and sell
this equipment.
Neese call Mr.
Hodge at
502/443-6460.
FOE

Op..
to 9 p.m.
6. Help Wanted
Immediate position
available for Ky. licensed registered nurse as
Director of Nursing
Service
of 100 bed
Intermediate Care
Facility in Paducah
Ky. Competitive salary
offered and excellent
fringe benefits. An
Equal Opportunity
Employer. Send resume
with phota 2 letters of
referance from former
employers ,,or pro
essiona I persons to Box
1137 Paducah Ky.
Need middle aged lady
to stay in my home and
care for my wife. Room
and board will be
furnished. Call-753-4931.
Part-time babysitter for
3 month old during the
day. References required. 753-3111.

Will brake and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.
Will break and disc
garden mow lawn and
light hauling. Call 7538649.
Will cut and remove
dead or unwanted trees
and shrubs. Call for free
estimates before 2:30 at
753-5484.
Will mow and trim
yards. 753-8067 after
Sp.m.
Will mow yards and do
odd jobs. 753-6494.

Friendly Home Toy
Parties now in our 27th
year
is expanding and
has openings for managers and dealers.
Party plan experience
helpful. Guaranteed
toys and gifts. No cash
investment
no collecting delivering car and
phone ,necessary. Call
collect
Carol Day. 518
489-8395

LAST SHOT
SURE NAP A
LOT OF BITE'

_wore.44W--

OH,OH-SHE V/A5
HERE

13. For Sale or Trade
For sale or trade es
tablished business in
gOod location. Price
negotiable. Any reasonable offer considered. Owner financing available. Call 753
4109
436 2844 after
5p.m.

THE
OTHER

DAY
//7,17-7-if

5CY

$2.95 Each
Wholesale
Jewelers
Inc.
Olympic Plaza
753-7113

14. Want to Buy

WHY CAN'T I GET

oOpstE

ANYTHiNG DONE
RIGI4T AROUND
HERE?

ON THE OTHER
RAP-J2, NoEtoDY
LOVES A
PERFECTIONIST

RAY HARM -Saw Whet
Owl-Crest Series 1976.
753-9521.
Stamp and coin collection or accumulation.
Call after 3p.m.
767-4169.
Want to buy World War
II German or Japanese
relics. Such as guns
uniforms
swords
metals. 334-3646.

24. Miscellaneous

lain. Snow tires $20 per

Backroom close-out. All
used hardback books
from text books to
novels 2 for U. Most
used paperbacks 4 for
ft_ The Bookmark 119 S.
4th St,

pair. Call 753 7169.
44 yards Sears cyclone
fencing plus 2 gates
You remove before
4-7-82. Best offer. 753
0010.
Air compresser. Dill
Electric. 753-9104
Bake and broil range
elements dryer belts
all makes. Rowland
Refrigeration Sales and
Service. 753 2825.
Country eggs for sale
753-8669.
Formal size 9 Call
153-6970.
Martin houses 6 room
$24.99
12 room $36.99
1
room 549.99
21 room
f 59 .99 . Wallen
Hardware Paris.
Tillers Shp Briggs and
Straton engine chain
drive. $269.99 Wallen
Hardware Paris.

16. Home Furnishings
Beautiful living room
suite and 2 lamps. 1
French bedroom suite
and kitchen appliances.
Like new. 362-4931
Halina Sapp.
Frigidaire dishwasher
GE electric clothes
dryer
1 pair Walkie
Talkies. Call 753-2501
after 5p.m.
Tan and beige green
size sofa. Excellent
condition. Reasonably
priced. Call 759-4651.

404 N. 12t6

Plaster ware
paints
brushes. Many pieces
ideal for children
groups. Tues.-Fri. other
days call 362-4666. Tiptons 641 Cottages 3
miles south of the dam.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18in. 24in.
available. $27.50 a raek
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.

25. Business Services
HODGES TAX SER
VICE. The Income Tax
Specialist 1104 Pogue
Ky. Call 759Murray
1425.

19. Farm Equipment
1100 gallon water tank
on skids 2 row cultiva2 row rotary hoe.
tor
Call 753-2900
after
5p.m. 753-5702.
1963 4000 Ford tractor
gas burner. 1964 12x65
mobile home. 3 bedroom , Ir. acre of ground.
Call 489122&
nights
489
TrLay4ieg
-276%.and Equip t . Older Ford
Ferguson tractor
good
shape. Bushhog
plow
disk
carry all
corn
drill. Call 753-5454.
Tractor tires new and
used. New disc blades
$3.95 and up. Kough
Equipment Sales Hwy
94W 382-2207 Farmington Ky. 42040.

22. Musical
Avia classical guitar.
Frigidaire upright
frost free. Call
freezer
753-5762 after 7p.m.
CAR STEREO Pioneer
Kenwood
Marantz
Mitsubishi
Sanyo. Pro
fessional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
Good used alto sax.
753-3882.
Very nice organ antique
'with adjustable seat.
Worth over $2000. take
$950. Call 753-9138 or
753-5292.

REPOSSESSED
ORGAN
One WI akiedy paid
balance as or mon,* Moans-

CLAYTON'S
753-7575

CAR STEREOS

WORLD OF
SOUND
2225.126 •
753-SUS

512-755-4.184
EI Meesiat Ipertaity
Color 25 inch TV, Only
23.00 per month.
Now warranty.
CLAYTON'S
753-7575

Three bedroom house
near Kenlake Resort.
$195. plus deposit. 4.423877.
Two bedroom
townhJuse apartment.
Carpeted
range
refrigerator
dishwasher
disposal
washer-dryer
hookup. Central heat
and air. 753-7550
7537559.
Two bedroom duplex.
Central heat and air. No
pets. $210. month. $200.
deposit. Lease required.
Call after 5p.m.
753-6699.
Two small apartments
on lake. Blood River
area. $75. month. 4362427.

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x55 trailer. Underpinning
awning
and
meter pole. 759-4523
after 4p.m.
12x65 Atlantic 2 bedroom
partially furnished. $4000. Call after
6p.m. 492-8301.
12x65 Trailer for sale or
rent. 759-1987.
12x70 3 bedroom in good
condition. Call 759-4856.
12x70 Festival. 3 bedroom
central
2 bath
a
conditioning unit
underpinning included.
753-5561.
Mobile Homes-Factory
Owned -All Sizes-2 3 and
Bedrooms Will Be On
Sale During Our Open
House Beginning FriMarch 26th thru
day
Sunday March 28th-16.5
Percent Financing
Available During This
Sale Only. Tennessee
Home Center
Hwy. 641
S. Paris Tenn.

33. Roomsfor Rent
One block from university. Call 753-6933 or
753-1812.

34. Houses for Rent
Four bedroom 2 bath
very large home. Lots
of room for everything.
In country $250. a
month. Call Spann
Realty Associates today
753-7724.
Four rooms and bath
private natural gas and
air
near churches and
stores water furnished.
Deposit and references
required. Call 753-3177.
Large attractive 3 bed
room
2 bath
home in
quiet country setting.
All built-ins
full basement wood stove central air. References
required. Available
April 1st. Phone
753-1651.

Baldwin organ double
keyboard. Base foot
volume control
pedal
and fun machine. Excellent condition. Call
753-2632.

24. Miscellaneous
Backroom close-out.
Games. shirts pants
and vacuum cleaner.
The Bookmark 119 S.
4th St.
12 hole Mar
Doghouse
magazine rack
tin box
Recipe box
$6.
$5.( holds 3x5 cards).
Also will do repair on
small wooden items.
See at Gerald's
Workshop or phone
753-1712 after 5p.m.
Garden tiller. 4hp. Good
condition. C811753-6481.
Pioneer AM -FM cassette stereo equalizier
and speakers. 753-9101.

Nice 2 bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
489-2611.
Two-2 bedroom trailers.
5150.1170. furnished in
Brandi's Trailer Court.
Phone 753-8411.
Two bedroom trailer.
Extra nice near
Murray. No pets. Call
489-2118.

Three bedroom house
near Kentucky lake.
Completely furnished
washer and dryer included. Deposit required. Call after 5p.m.
753-8964.
Two bedroom house
with utility room
outside storage
garden
spot. Marrieds only.
References and deposit.
New Providence
area.
492-8594.
Two bedroom house 1
mile west of Stella.
Large yard and garden
space. 753-3604.

N.Business Rentals
Two to 3 bedroom cabin
waterfront on Kentucky
Lake 2 last weeks of
April and possibly 1st
week of May. Phone
753-4875 753-8116.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4750

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
225 L.P. Miller St.

Speduliziiig hi Senior Citizens
Hair Cats $1.00
Shampoo, Shove and Haircut $2.75
Op.. Hours
Moo., Ties., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Set.
1:30.2:30 • 753.3485

INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL

7b,4fokozvw: Pie57MR

1, 1 3 harm omits Iron
$155.11 pr US. ISIIC1pal mit. kelp csmstrw101
mini Int Pi air,
carpeted, kitten aypliames. Ma Mars 61.Fri. 911-12:11
Indwell h.

Sony mod
Monett: Export installation and service.

21. Mobile Home Rentals

CONSTRUCTION CRAFTSMEN
WANTED
Please provide written list of
references and skills. The following
crafts are required:

13ARELY
NOTICES
ANYTHING.

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

by Pioneer

fme Delly•ry is Prosaipasas is thy Limih

WILL MY OUTFIT
FRIGHTEN HER,
DP. AXEL 2

New leasieg

26, TV-Radio

*PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESN FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SAU
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
*POLLSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

NO,SHE

All electric fully fur
fished efficiency apar
tmcnt $120 per month
rent $120 deposit. Wa ter paid. Low electric.
Call 753- 982P
Garage apartment
1 bedroom
Furnished
with study 1 block from
campus, No pets. ,f150.
month. 753-1203.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. Call 753
4109 or 4.34-2144.
One bedroom furnished
or unfurnished
lakefront apartment in
Panorama Shores.
Fireplace with insert.
References and deposit
required. 436-2484 or
753-7272.
One bedroom apartment. downtown. 1 person only. Call 753-3593.
One bedroom apartment. Living room
kitchen
furnished.
Near downtown. Call
753-9251 or 753-5414.
1 bedroom
Sharp
duplex. Newly decorated. Appliances
furnished. Good location. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898.

DIAMOND
$11.00 sack set me
your dome or Pendant. No Gimmicks!
Loo's Immediate
hooky Repair

WALLIS DRUG

-a

32. Apts. For Rent

15. Articles for Sale

10. Business Opportunity

_On)

ALL
YOU
CAN
EAT

For Sale ,
large assortment
of genuine 24 Kt.
gold dipped leaf
pendants and earrings
36 different styles

9. Situation Wanted

/
THAT
i.

602 Mein Street
Merril% Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mon.Set.; 1:00 to 5:00
Sen.

3IE'X 310

maims

The Tailor Shop
Corner

Mayfield Road & Dodson Ave.

1600 Dodson Ave.

CARPENTER
PLUMBER/PIPEFITTER /WELDER
SHEET METAL WORKER
OPERATOR
IRONWORKER
Send Replies To:
P.O. Box 1040A
Murrey, Ky. 42071

759-1177

Alterations
Gents
Custom Sewing

lacki,
neteina

Children

Drum

leather I:a rments,Chaps, Vests
Black Powder Jackets & Shirts
F:rnerserietes taken care of iinniediately.
The linpowslbk we-do Now.
Miracles take•litik longer.
AL Gar cots Steno' Pressor(' Newly to Vit'arl
'kiwi... Lana'a Beauty /kaki"& Bib Shack

=NM=M,MIMS
INIIIIMOMMIIMUNIIIMMOirip=11.

11110111Ire

7

weitetnalan1100,
7-4"'

•

4.

Oh

•

BEST

I.

I
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PACE 7-C THE MURRAY,K
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3r..•-ell
14. Houses for Rent

41. Public Sale

43. Real Estate

Nice 2 bedroom trailer.
92 miles east of
Murray. $125. per
month plus deposit
753-8928.

,J,Irground Flea
Market
Murray
Calloway Co.
Fairgrounds. Opening
1982.
dates April 2-3-4
Phone days 753-4669
nightsi753-4570.

THE HEART OF
MURR
AY
Yes
live conveniently
close to everything in
this brick 3 bedroom
home ready to move in.
Spacious rooms plus
separate dining room.
This well-kept home has
all you need including
garage and lots of
storage area. Unbelievably priced at
only 529 000. Call Spann
Realty Associates today
753-7724.

15. Farms for Rent
Farm house for rent.
Garden plot and garage
available Quiet setting
spring in yard near city
limits $225. month. Call
753 8096.

43. Real Estate
•

36. For Rent or Lease

Pordeee 8, Thurman
Inserence
Real Estate
lepthsido Coort Sq.
Murray,!Untidy
753-4451

Two stall shop for rent.
44. Lots for Sale
Morgan's Auto Paint. •
Atmosphere of restful
Call 753 9200
For sale lot in Lehigh
ness in this three bed
Fl near Ft. Myers. Call
37. Livesteck.Supplies
room ranch located on 153-2300 after 5p.m.
Children will Lot for sale in Sherwood
Crossbred beef calves 2.71 acres.
with their Forrest Subd. 100x165.
year old or will finish be occupied
for fall slaughter own playhouse while 492-8301 call after 6p.m.
you prepare meals in an
evenings. 489-2284.
all electric kitchen that 45. Farms for Sale
Holstein calves 2 to 5 makes cooking fun
month. Call 753-5927.
You'd have loved to live Twenty eight acre farm
Want to buy good used here as a child. First with about 25 acres in
English saddle. Hunt time offered good cropland. Nice
seat type. Call 759-1718.
$59 500....Don't wait wooded building site.
another minute to see Blacktop road frontage
38. Pets-Supplies
this "more for your on Ky 893 near Ky 121.
Reasonably priced.
Pure bred Irish Setter money" home. Dial
753 1492 Century 21 225 acre farm near New
puppies. 753-9475.
Concord
Good bottom
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
land now in wheat.
41. Public Sale
Blacktop Road. Some
timber. Good creek.
Yard Sale 1109 Elm St.
_
Owner financing. John
Fri
and Sat.
C. Neubauer Real Es9a.m. 4p .m. Baby
I.,,
tate 753-0101 or 753-7531.
clothes, toys mens and
753-12
womens clothes
long
dresses 7-9
stereo
N. Homes for Sale

[RID

household

pong table
items.

FIRST HOME

Recently remodeleda nd
redecorated. This
2 bedroom home
,has an electric
floor furnace for
winter and a nice
wooden deck for
summertime enjoyment. Priced in
the $20's.

43. Real Estate

Who said big is
better? Are you
tired of having
your property lost
in a backlog of
LISTING? Bring it
to MTG and let us
give it a personal
touch. Coll Bob •
Haley at 7534000 or 4892266.

INC
Realtors
Wisp Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, RY-

Strad.
Reeky

te Coast
Boyers free 'sorption
Bedside Service Siete 1908
1912 Cohlweter Riad
Remy, Koster/4 42071
(502)753-0186
Arpin*
AI 1. KENNON
Broker
licensed & loaded

Marble Top Vanities
100 To Choose Frew
Special 30'
Regular $89.,5

On the lake in Pine
Bluff. 2 bedroom with
garage and dock. $47
500.436-2102.
Shaded by graceful
spreading trees that
songbirds call home.
Wood stove and
fireplace provide economical heat. Meal
planning is a breeze in
this easy -to-clean kitchen. Owner will accept
a Veteran's loan or FHA
loan. Call us for details753-1492 Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Three bedroom home on
Hwy 94. Formal dining
room
living room
.a
large game room.
Private setting and
convenient location.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.
Three bedroom house
with large lot in Hazel
partly furnished. Build in stove
lots cabinet
space. Extra nice. 75308451.
Two bedroom brick
house with garage and
front porch. Located at
1608 Catalina. Ideal for
retired couple. Call
7 5 3 - 3 9 0 3 for
appointment.

ABSOLUTE
AUCTION

Now $39.95

3 bedroom brick house
2
Carpet throughout
large living
baths
room and den. 2 car
garage with large storage room. Call 489-2145
or 753-2493.
Assumable like new 2
year old home Fenced
in yard
heat
garage
pump plus extras. Ow
ner call 753 8469 or
SHROAT WALDROP
759-1707.
Four bedroom
2 story
colonial style house.
Custom built with in
tenor color co
ordinated Very livable
plan. Call 753 3903.
House and 11 acres. 3
miles east of Almo
Heights. 759 1789.
House for sale by
owner. 6 rooms and
bath
built in garage.
Completely furnished.
1st class. Priced 535 000.
759-4702.
House for sale on 280 3
miles from lake. Owner
financing. $3000. down.
436-2658.
Nice two bedroom
house on large parcel of
land near lake. Priced
at $16 000 with $2 000
down and balance
financed by owner at 10
percent. Immediate
possession. John C.
N eubauer.
Real
E ste te
753 0101 or 753 7531

41. Motorcycles

41. Used Cars

1 9 7 7 HOnCla 750 4
motorcycle
Excellent
condition. Lots of ex
tras. Call 753 8182

1979 Firebird Esprit.
Power brakes-steering
tilt
air condition
heel
w
AM-FM cassette power
wire spoke
windows
extra sharp.
wheels
$5000 7531780.

4.Auto Services
Over 50 rebuilt automatic transmissions in
stock. 90 day unconditional warranty.
Reynolds Transmissions Hwy 69 North
Paris Tn, 901 -642-2572.
Used Volkswagon parts
break jobs at
tune-up
Duane's Place. 435-4272.

1973 Maverick. Good
condition
4 door
automatic
power
steering air condition
good gas mileage. $1700.
Phone 753-5605
1973 Plymouth Fury
Broughm. Full power.
excellent condition
18mpg. Must sell. $1295.
or best offer. Call
767-2273.
1974 Cadillac Coupe
Deville. 2 door
loaded.
Call 753-2632 or 436-2145.
1974 Toyota Corolla.
39 000 miles
4 new
radials
all new
brakes
new paint
tinted windows very sporty excellent condition. Asking $1700. Call 753-6527
or 767-2173.
1975 Mustang II. V-6
automatic
loaded.
$1850. 489-2522.
47. Motorcycles
1973 450 CL. Custom 1976 Grand Prix silver
new tires. $1500. 192paint
customized
8811 after 4p.m.
condition. Needs seat. 1976 Pontiac Grand
489- Prix. Black interior and
Call 753-7889 days
exterior. Lots of extras.
2538 nights.
1976 Honda CR 250 Call 753-7505 or 753-3593.
Elsinor. Good shape. 1977 Thunderbird. En$295. 753-7581 after gine 302 low milage
new tires
cruise con5p.m.
trol
good condition.
1978 Harley Davidson. Call 767-4788.
Electra -glide
stereo
system
extra chrome
light rails.
touring pak
1981 Cutlass
After 7p.m. phone (901)
364-2084 Dresden Tn.
Brougham 10,000
1978 Yamaha 400XS low
miles, like new.
mileage. Call 753-4548.

1980 Harley-Davidson
X LS Roadster. Extra
-.nice. Call 753-9635.
1980 Honda CB 900
Custom. Betters windjammer and box. $2400.
753-8908 after 5p.m.
1980 Yamaha IT -250.
Excellent condition.
Call 753-7228.
1 9 8 1 Yamaha 400
Special. Excellent condition. 753-8607.

$4.95 Sheet
Butcher Block Counter Tops
$2.95 Liner Foot

LUCKY STRIKE SALVAGE
817 Paris Rood
MoyfieW, Ky. 42066
247-3276

Saturday, March 27th-10:00 a.m.-1982
Rain or Shine - Lunch Available

TRACT I - 151.5 "I" Acres- The Auction will be held on this tract. There &around 7840 acres of
cultivable land that is sown in wheat. The balance of the farm is In hardwoods and Pine. An excellent combination farm for livestock and crops. Plenty of frontage and good building site. YOU
WILL LIKE THE VIEW FROM THE SALE SITE.
TRACT II 5150 + Acres - Located on the North boundary of Tract I. This tract has approximately 20 acre. Of tillable land with balance in woods and Pines that could be cleared tw and put
Into production. THIS IS AN EXCELLENT DEER HUNTING AREA. DON'T PASS THIS OPPORTUNITY!
TRACT111-31 Acres- 1,142 ft. of blacktop frontage,
East of Tract!& anddouraet
connect to the other !tracts. 22 acres tillable 'approximately 74 acres woods and an elder trams
Dome that has been used for grain storage. ts of
tract is hill land and In is bninch W8e1bet
This farm has been cleaned and put In a good state of cultivation over the past 3-4 years. The
land was limed 111_1910. DO NOT FAIL to make a Pre-Auctioin inspection. Call Alexander Real
Estate and Auction gales at your convenience.
TERMS, is% Down Day of Sale - Balance within 30 days. Owner will retain the 1942 wheat crop.
This farm is being sold on an absolute basis sub)ect to present financing.
22.37+ ACRES 1-WNSIG NED TO SALE
Immediately following the sale of the above land, we will be selling 22.77+ acres directly across
from Tract I. This tract has approximately 50 to SO% open with woods on the back portion. An excellent tract for a homesite AM enough land to raisle your own livestock. HERE IS A TRACT YOU
CAN AFFORD TO OWN JUST TO HUNT DEER AND SMALL GAME ON!
FARMING EQUIPMENT
John Deere 4430 1100 hrs., cab, air, radio, duals. John Deere RR Cultivator, John Deere no
Centerfold Disc - 21' 1200 Gal. Water Tank and Pump. Allis Chalmers Planter 8-30" Row - No Till.
John Deere Do-All 6 Row (Good). John Deere 330 Combine Diesel 964 hrs. Model 244 Corn Header,
100 Gallon Saddle Tank and Bracket. John Deere 7000 Plateleas Planter. International 2 Ton Truck
w/Grain Bed & Hoist. M & W Rotary Hoe Md. 1815 used on 120 acres. John Deere Chisel Plow lr.
Acetylene Cutting Torch. Horse Drawn Equipment, Mule Nimes,3 Pt. Seeder.
THIS WILL BE AN OPEN SALE-BRING YOUR EQUIPMENT
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
Mr & Mrs. Burman Ferguson
Route 1, Puryear,Tennessee 901-4964729
or

*************
FARM EQUIPMENT
AUCTION
SAT. MARCH 27
10:00 A.M.
Reis or Shine!
Due to failing health, Mr Robert Harrison
has commissioned Storks Bros to auction his
forming equipment to the highest bidder on
March 27
LOCATION: Hardin At 4-way stop take
Hwy BO east 2 2 miles to Poce Rd., then turn
south 5 rW to sole Watch for signs.

TRACTORS
3 Ford tractors 4000 diesel (1977) 1,060
hes , extra sharp' 1967 4000 diesel SelectoMotic with o Freeman 2000 front end loader.
1966 Power mower gas with tricycle front
end.

IMPLEMENTS
Ford 114" plows, Ford 3-11" plows, 8'
pickup disc Tuffline; bush & bog disc; 2-2
row cultivators; 3 of,. pump spray rig, 2 row
Ford planter, Ford 2 row corn picker; 3 p
rotary hoe. Burch; 10' cultipocker, 30' corn &
hay elevator (runs off p t 0). New Holland
268 hay baler, N4AA, Holland hay rake, 6'
Ford mower, 2 good form wagons with 14'
box bed & David Bradley running gear, 6'
bushhog, rubber tired manure spreader,
subsoiler, boom pole, 7' grader blade,
section hot-mow, o wide range of horse -drown
tools

Alexander Real Estate & Auction Sales

INC

We're Here To Serve You.

We've been serving the Murray area for many years,
providing professional insurance service
for our customers we are now
offering an additional service
We are pleased to announce the opening of our new
Murray Real Estate office in the Village,
Sales
just north of Murray on Highway 641 Cull sob Haley

STARKS BROS. AUCTION CO.
Benton, Kentucky

Llcowsed, Itoniled, gnawed
Cowles, 527.9552
rout 5274424
Paula Storks Real Estate &Mow
'Prohnsionels la out Business'.
Not Responsible to, AC04111,11
An, onnouncemertts mode day of sole
take precedence over printed matter -

1979 CJ7 Jeep
Trans Am. 753-4487.

Appraisals
Auctionwing

ROOF
PROBLEMS?
Need • second opinion? Local
references. Coll Negli
Wised. 759-1718 or
753-8076.

1978

1913 IsItt
fair codifies,* 318
Traassissioa.
Call After 6p...
435-45111

51. Campers
30in. Camper top fits
long wheel base pickup.
$150. 7f1. Ford pickup
disk. $125. Call 753-6142
after 5p.m.

For your lime hauling
and lime spreading
white rock gravel and
coal hauling. Call 7534545 or see Roger
Hudson. Located 10
miles east on Hwy 94.
Free estimates. All
plumbyour electrical
ing
well pumps heating
air conditioning
painting and insulating
needs. Call 753-9673.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry
plumbing
concrete
sliding. NO
roofing
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 4742359 nights 474-2276.

Inured For Yew Pretecties
Rawl & Insect Cut*
Yard, Tree S Stinabery Treatises!

ih

753-4000
489-2266
THE VILLAGE HIGHWAY 641 NORTH, MURRAY

•

53. Services Offered

Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate
K & K STUMP REMO
VAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
leaving only
ground
sawdust and chips Call
for free estimates Bob
Kemp 435-43-43 or Bob
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Licensed electrician for
residential and commercial. Heating and
gas inair condition
stallation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
Make the best of a bad
situation and save
money. Been window
shopping and seen new
car prices? Keep your
car and imagine a new
interior. Tell us what
Will make
you want
your car as nice as any
new one. Bill's Upholstery behind DQ.
753-8085.
Need work on your
pruntrees? Topping
ing shaping complete
removal and more Call
BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-8536.
P & D Lawn Service. We
are now giving estimates on lawn mowservice and small
ing
tree service. Call .1362997 or 436-2315
Painting. Interior and
Exterior. Free estimates. Call Scott at
753-6316 after 4p.m

I

llimiim Serrici to.
initif Mt On I sidiag,
cisles trio work.
Illimini. tali eiii If
Bilk, 1534611.

Concrete block brick.
21 years experience. No
job to large or small.
Free estimates. Call
753-506.
Do you need your
carpets cleaned? Find
out how inexpensive it
with deep
can be done
steam cleaning. Call
Jeff 753-0015.

Electrical Repairs.
Free estimates. Licen
heating
sed electrician
and air conditioning.
435-4397.
FLOOR SANDING and
finishing. Stained floors
a speciality. Dodeau
Floor Co. Call 354-6127.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free es
timates call 753-2310.
CARPENTER SEP
VICE. New homes
C05103121 kit
additions
all remodeling.
chens
Hawley Bucy 492-8120.

siding and Alone
trim for oil houses. I
stops painting.
Jock Glover
Professional painting.
paperhanging
comresidential
mercial
interior-exterior
farm
buildings
estimates.
Tremon Farris 759-1987.
Professional Carpet
Cleaning. Let the people
who know your carpets
clean your carpets. Joe
Smith Carpet Ctr. 7536660.
Sammy Tidwell Painting and Contracting.
Experienced interior
and exterior painting.
Free estimates. Call
753-4686 or 753-0487.
Signs painted. Truck
lettering. Excellent references. 436-2506.
Stawski's home repair.
Free estimates. No job
to small. 435-4323.
Wet basement? We
make wet basements
dry
work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write: Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2 Box
409 A Paducah
Ky.
42001 or call 442-7026.
Will sharpen hand saws
chain saws and skill
saws. Call 753-4656.

57. Wanted
Wanted: Y2 acres of
dark tobacco base.
1000Ibs. burley base.
Call nights 753-8274.

J.C. & C Sheeting
Industrial, Commercial
and Residential Sheeting
We put on Siding
(old or new building)

We repair Siding
(if possible)

KELLEY'S TERMITE &
PEST CONTROL, INC.

We also put on galvanized and aluminum

roofs.
MST/ MMINX
••••ftsee.

753-0329 after 5 p.m.

TERMITE CONTROL
HOME OWNED &
OPERATED
SERVING THE AREA SINCE 1947
YOU MUST U SATISFIED

REFUNDING
CAN PAY

ami

7513914
100 S. 13Th ST., MURRAY, KY

William Nall Pasco, DMD

announces the opening
of his office
for the practice of
General Dentistry
Hours by appointment only
Evening Hours Available
1653 Calloway Ave. 753-1914
ners oss wi

MURRAY
17111
& CALLOWAY COUNTY!

SHOP TOOLS B. MISC.

30 years Carpentry
experience. Barns
garages. Also
houses.
additions on houses and
trailers. Repairs and
remodel. 436-2258 after
5p.m.

ur-

chasers gain with the purchase of
this commercial building and land.
Three rooms for business use plus

Nevi I. Akuseisr, Antietwer, Ut. Ns. 67
Office: 231 gehersity St.-Phses 587-4244-Martke, TV 38237
Night: &Irv" E. Alexamier, Seeker
Terry Olver, Seeker
Weedell Mereader, Seeker
387-4568
364-2711
364•2155
-Professionalized Service Has Caused More People To Sell The Aar:ander Way '

Bench vises, anvil, bench grinder, nuts &
bolts, wrenches, 1 lot of tin, choin sow. Pro
lownmower new row of barbed & 39- woven
wire, 800 lb bean scales, cider mill over 100
yrs old & more
AUCTIONEERI NOTE: Here is a good
selection of mostly Ford equipment for on
al I -around forming operation Me Harrison
bought the tractors new and they hove
always been under shed
TERMS: Cosh, coshi•r's check or approved
check Bonk letters ore o must guoronteeing
payment on checks of unknown buyers
reenewa Prolessiowel •union Cowdweted By

53. Services Offered

-411

1980 Chevy Caprice.
Local. One owner. Low
mileage. 753-2725.

lift Aluminum fishing
boat trailer
12hp motor. Like new Topper
for long wheel base
truck. 753 5977 after
5p.m.
anytime
weekends.
14ft. Fish boat with
trailer and 25hp
Evinrude and trolling
motor. $600. Call 7538981 after Sp.m.
14ft. Polar Craft boat
with Moodey trailer.
Call 753-1874 after 5p.m.
lift. runabout
40hp
Johnson electric start
motor. Heavy duty
trailer. $400. 753-5372
after Sp.m.
15
-ft. Checkmate 85hp
Mercury. Good condition. After 5p.m. 7533140.
Dock space available
for pontoon boats.
Cypress Springs Resort
436-5496.
Glastron 15ft. run -about. Walk through
power tilt
windshield
60 Evinrude motor
winter cover. $2500. Call
753-9274 after 5p m

1960 Chevy pickup. Excellent condition. 7535561.
1978 Ford Ranger Super
Cab $2900. Call after
6p.m. 753-3832.
1979 Ford Ranger truck.
Silver with red interior
air condition
AM-FM
8-track tape player low
mileage. $4200. 753-2330
753-7703.
Jeeps
Government
Surplus listed for $3 196.
sold for $4400. For
information call 312'9311961 Ext. 1774.

For Sale

1979 Grand Marquis.
Loaded 37 000 miles
sharp. $5900. Night 7531463.

52. Boats-Motors

SA. Used Trucks

Oldsaleimle
Pontiac
Cadillac
1404
753-531

24ft. 1977 Midas cam'
per. All extras
very
very nice. Contact Ho
ward Brandon 753,4389
753 5960.

SURPLUS JEEPS US
CARS $119 TRUCK 5100
Similar bargains
available. Call for your
directory on how to
purchase. 602-998-0575
Ext. 5067 Call
Refundable.

Purdom's

1 9 7 7 1200 Harley
Davidson. Excellent
condition. Extra nice.
527-3973.

53. Services Offered

51. Campers

1981 2 door
Lincoln Town
Car Signature
series , loaded,
moon roof, 22
MPG, electronic
fuel injection
special overdrive. Two year
warranty.
Lists $22,800
Now $14,500
753-7113

41. Used Cars

Sole will he held on the farm located 16 miles North ef Paris, TN in the
Blood River Csmononity. Tont West off Hwy. 79, 11 moles Northeast of Paris
oato Beaman and Perform. Blacktop, go 4.6 miles to Beckman Store and U.
S. Post Office and turn right. Proceed 2.8 miles to hiecktop to right, torn
right and follow Blood River Church Rood 2.7 miles to farm. WATCH FOR SALE
ARROWS! From Hotel torn East off Hwy. 641 onto State Line Rood at Baptist
Chord; tarn right and proceed straight through 1st 4-way stop to Old State
Line Grocery Wilding and tern right. Go shoat 21
/
2 miles to 1st grovel to left.
Follow gravel 11
/
2 miles to form and sale site.
Mr. and Mrs. Borman Fergus.a have made the decision to cat bock on
their forming operation and sell their larger equipmsot and 246'ens of lend
/
2 miles West from their Woe piece.
located abort 31
LAND SELLS AT 12:30 NOON
246 ACRES Of FARM LAND-BLOOD RIVER COMMUNITY
SELLS TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER
"Offered le 3 Tracts And As A Whole"

Special 40" with double Bowls
Regular ;359.95
Now $179.95/
1
2 inch Plywood

:OPY AVAILABLE
-

46. Homes for Sale

two half baths on main floor. Four
rooms and full bath upstairs for living area. Two septic tanks, (one
new), city water, underground gas
tanks, one acre lot. Ideal location
for grocery, bait shop, snack shop,
car repair or service building,
mobile home parking. Will sell with
or without equipment. Every offer
considered from trading your
automobile or lesser property in to
private financing for purchaser!
Call Roberts Realty today at 7531651 or at night call 753-2477 for
further details!
REALTORS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 763-1061
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Area refunders can show you
how ta save $s on anything you
buy. Why not put money back in
your pocket? Send today for pamphlet giving every detail on learning how.
Moil $3.00 Check or Money Order to

TRASH MAKES
CENTS
P.O. lex 354

Paris, TN. 38242

FARM AUCTION
FRIDAY, MARCH 26, 1982
10:00 A.M.-RAIN OR SHINE
DONALD WISEHART-OWNER
ALMO, KENTUCKY
SALE LOCATION: From Murray, Ky. Take Hwy. 641
North 8 Miles To lot. 464. Proceed East On Hwy. 464
To 2 Miles Beyond Akno, Ky. To Sale Site! Follow The
Sale Signs!!
John Deere 2940 xv/382 Hours. 18.4x34 Rubber,
Weights. Dual Hydraulic,"A Real Creme Putt" • John
Deere 2640 %tri 094 Hours, 18.4x30 Rubber. Weights,
*John Deere 146 Loader "Real Sharp." • Vicon
Power Harrow "Like New." • John Deere RPA-4 Row
Danish Tine Culttvator "Like New" • Bush Hog 7' -3
Pt Rotary Cutter "Like New'• John Deere 1250 4x16" Row "Like New'• Bush Hog 9 Tine Chisel
Plow wrGuage Wheels "Like New." e Bush Hog 3Tine
Ripper "Like New"• 300 Bushel Gravity Flow Grain
Wagon w/Hydraulic Auger On 12 Ton Geer "Rest
Nice.- • 1,000 Gallon Aluminum Water Tank w/Purnp
"Nice." • Snyder 200 Gallon Spray Rig • Set of
18.4x34 Duals • 3 Pt Font Litt Attachment • 1100
Fuel Tank wElectnc Pump • Set of 18 400 Dui*
AM of Mr. Wisenarys equipment e SPIT SHINE SHARP,
Phone 7534875 So mark your calendar and make
puns to be with us Fnday, March 26th at 10 AM. in
Mrno, Ky Ior a short Action Packed Snappy Sale under
Pie rhythm of "THE SELLING MACHINE""JAMES R.
CASH AUCTION STYLE" SEE YOU THERE! REGARDLESS OF WEATHE RI
TERMS!. Strictly Cash, Cashier's Check or Approved
Check! NO EXCEPTIONS!! BANK LETTERS Are A
MUM GUARANTEEING PAYMENT Of CHECKS From
All Unknown Buyers',

JAMES R. CASH
MKIeiuT
AUCTIONEER
CK
502 623 8466 or 502-623 6939
SELL 4G SUCCESSFUL SALES i ,EVERAL STATES

svfotheneila.91.MaiN01999111144118#1001101
9X.•

•
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••
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Community Theatre offers Wilde play

-4-41018re11111111181.-to-ow -ielemPonor.

wee

Play moves well with sincere style
By Kent Forrester
Late in Oscar Wilde's
comedy, The Importance
of Being Earnest, one of
the characters announces
that "in matters of grave
importance, style, not
sincerity, is the vital
thing."
And that's what Wilde's
play is — all stylish surface. But what a brilliant
surface it is! Though
Wilde once regretted that
his play didn't have
higher seriousness, surely he was mistaken in his
second thoughts. The
slightest touch, the
faintest breeze of
seriousness, would cause
this play to crumble. The
most important concerns
of the play are the dreadful shortage of cucumber
sandwiches and a scuffle
over buttered muffins. (I
know, the young lovers,
after the usual disguises

and complications, get
together in the end, but
who can take any of their
problems seriously?
"All art," Wilde once
said,"is useless."
I read The Importance
of being Earnest for the
first time a few years
ago,and it struck me then
as probably the cleverest
play ever written. That
opinion was reinforced
when I saw the play performed on Friday evening by Community
theater. Wilde's play has
hardly a dull line. It
sparkles with bon mots
I "Divorces are made in
heaven"), moral reversals ("The amount of
women in London who
flirt with their husbands
is perfectly scandelous",
delightful cyncisms
("Relations are simply a
tedious pack of people
who haven't got the

smallest instinct about
when to die"), and flaky
wisdom. ('One cannot
eat muffins in an agitated
manner.") But my
favorite line goes like
this: "To be born in a
handbag seems to me to
display a contempt for
the ordinary decencies of
family life that remind
one of the worst excesses
of the French Revolution."
The Importance of Being Earnest looks like
nothing in the real world.
It is a delightfully cuckoo
thing, filled with the glitter of fin de siecle
sophistication. (If this
play were an object d'art,
it would be one of those
enameled Russian eggs
made by Faberge: totally
useless things, but
marvelously glittery and
precious.)
I'm happy to see that

community theater took
the challenge of putting
on Wilde's late nineteenth
century comedy. Surely
they had serious doubts
early on, doubts that
might have dissuaded
them from talking on
such a task: Can we find
actors who can play stiff
British aristocrats. What
about the accents? Will
people come to see a brittle, very talky comedy?
To answer the last
question first, attendance
was very low on Thursday's first night performance but by the second night it had picked
up. I suspect that as people hear about the play
and the performances,
Murray's enthusiasm for
Wilde will increase. (It is
being performed Thursday, Friday and Saturday
nights this week.)
The cast does a good

Major
Medical
that's
worth a
Million.

job, especially Mark Jarman and Louise Weatherly, who not only handle
the British accents professionally, but add style
and timing to their roles.
They are a pleasure to
watch. Actually, it looks
like everyone connected
with the play put in the
necessary work. Lines
are delivered crisply,
movement around the
stage is smooth, and the
play has been judiciously
edited.
The German dirigible,
Hindenburg, with 99 people aboard, crashed May
6, 1937, on her first Atlantic crossing of the season.
The Hindenburg burst into flames as it approached the mooring mast at
the U.S. Naval Air Station
at Lakehurst, N.J. Sixtyfour persons died in the
crash.

Time insurance
Company's Major
Medical ptan offers:
51,000.000 in lifetime benefits
per insured party
Payment of all covered charges
both in and out of the hospital
Without schedules
A deductible you pay lust once
a year rather than with each
medical occurrence
And the plan is area-rated so
you don't,pay for higher risk
areas of the country

PET OF THE WEEK — "Tony," a two-year-old
male, part shepard and husky, needs a home. He is
good with children, and is also a good guard dog. He
is available for adoption at the Calloway County
Animal Shelter at 103 E. Sycamore, which is
operated by the Humane Society. The Animal
Shelter is now ow from 8 a.m. to noon and 1 to 5
p.m., Monday tough Saturday. For further information call 759-4141.

Coll Billy Miller
For Details

Ross Ins.
Agency
2101.Ma 753.04U

Ks
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ACES®
IRA G. CORN,JR.
"Learning makes a man
fit company for himself" —
Edward Young.

One can learn much from
a recently published book
entitled "Play Safe and
Win," by Jannerstein and
Wohlin (Barclay Bridge
Supplies, 8 Bush Avenue,
Port Chester, NY, 10573,
$12.55 p.p.). The book is the
translation of a 1977 Swedish work and includes many
tips on improving one's
play. Today's hand offers an
example of the topics covered by the authors.
The authors first preeent
only the North-South hands,
the bidding and the opening
lead and ask the reader to
plan the play. Following the
question is a discussion on
how to approach the problem, e.g.:
"The major suit duplica- tion means that you need six
--tricks in the minors to make
the slam. Possibilities to
win five diamond tricks
include both the diamond
honors with East, king and
another with East and a singleton king with West. In
each of these cases, the diamonds are handled differently and one must guess on
how to play (finessing the
diamond queen and then
playing the ace loses the
slam).
"Counting on five diamond tricks is not a good
bet and perhaps one can
succeed without luck and a
good guess. The best plan is
to first try the club finesse.
When that wins, a safety
play in diamonds becomes
available. Play the diamond
ace first and when the king
falls, an overtrick is available by finessing against
East's diamond jack.
NORTH
•AQ3
•A Q 7
•8 6 3 2
•A J 10
WEST
•10 9 8 6
•8 4 3 2
•K
K 86 3

3-24-A

EAST
•7 4 2
•10 6 5
•J 7 4
+9752

SOUTH
•KJ5
•K J 9
•A Q 109 5
•Q 4
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer
South. The bidding:
Soati
I NT

West
Pass

North
6 NT

East
All
pass

Opening lead Spade 10

"Had the club finesse lost,
there would still have been
time to try for five diamond
tricks. The key to the solution is to first decide
whether one needs four or
five diamonds before guessing how to play the suit."
Bed with Cora
South holds

Calloway Service
HOUSEWARMING
On Industrial Road
DATE Friday March 26
HOURS

10.00t02:00

PRIZES REFRESHMENTS
MANY ITEMS REDUCED 25%
EVERYONE WELCOME

3-24-B

•K.I5
•K J9
•A Q1095
•Q4

South
1 NT

of)Southern States

North

34

ANSWER:Three no trump.
Shows an average minimum
with no slam aspirations.
Three diamonds would
imply a club fit and
wealth of key cards
Seed bridge tweeters to The Aces,
P 0 Box 12343. Deltas. Texas 75225.
with self-addreased, atamped envelope
for reply

In 1969, Charles de
Gaulle resigned as president of France when his
referendum on constitutional reforrits was
defeated.

GRAND PRIZES
Chest Freezer 20 Cu. Ft.
Bicycle
Do Not Have To Be Present To Win
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